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Abstract

Novel results on the optical binding of optically-trapped micro-particles are

presented. A sophisticated Mie scattering model is developed, capable of per-

forming time-evolution simulations of a multi-particle system. This is used to

analyse and interpret experimental results in evanescent and Gaussian beam

traps, and to develop simple, intuitive explanations for the observed phenom-

ena. Novel trapped states are reported, that do not conform to the symmetry of

the underlying trap. A common theme throughout this thesis is the “emergent”

phenomena that occur when multiple particles are trapped together, which can-

not easily be predicted by considering each particle in isolation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This thesis investigates phenomena occurring when multiple particles are con-

fined in the same optical trap, leading to light-mediated interactions between

the trapped particles (optical binding). These interactions are not only of in-

terest in terms of the fundamental optical physics involved, but also have many

practical implications for micro-manipulation of dielectric particles. Multiple

particles may be manipulated for the purpose of microstructure construction,

using either:

• individual optical tweezers, where any inter-particle interactions are an

undesirable side-effect [1]; or

• broader optical fields, where inter-particle interactions can be critical to

the self-assembly of a structure [2, 3, 4].

Multiple particle interactions are also of interest in optical lattices, optical sort-

ing and optical transport [5, 6, 7, 8].

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

The aim of this thesis is to develop a better understanding of the physical

mechanisms underlying the optical binding interaction. The intention, where

possible, is to discuss the phenomena in a physically intuitive manner, draw-

ing insight from a rigourous analysis of the system to develop simple, easily-

understood explanations for the effects observed.

1.1.1 Experimental history of optical trapping and bind-

ing

Optical confinement of micron-sized particles in two dimensions using a fo-

cused laser beam was first demonstrated by Ashkin et al. in 1970 [9], and

subsequently extended to three-dimensional confinement using two counter-

propagating beams, originally in the form of an ion trap [10]. A significant

development from this has been the field of optical tweezers, where a high nu-

merical aperture laser beam is used to trap and manipulate a microparticle. A

relatively independent development has been the investigation of interactions

between multiple trapped particles (optical binding, generally in low numerical

aperture configurations).

The term optical binding was first introduced in [11], referring to interfer-

ence effects between the light scattered by a single trapped particle and the

background laser trapping light. This interference strongly modifies the electro-

magnetic field around the particle, and the field experienced by a second nearby

particle (and hence the force on it) is different to that which either of the in-

dividual particles would experience in isolation. The presence of interference

fringes produced by the scattered light tends to cause particles to be trapped

and “bound” at discrete inter-particle distances that, depending on the trap

geometry, will often be multiples of the laser wavelength (lateral geometries) or

half the laser wavelength (longitudinal geometries).
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“Optical binding” has more generally been used to refer to any experimental

phenomenon whereby multiple trapped particles interact to form well-defined,

reproducible, bound structures. We will see in Chapter 4, however, that in some

cases the phenomena are not in fact caused by binding in a strict interference-

based definition, as was the case in [11].

This thesis is almost exclusively concerned with optical binding effects,

rather than optical tweezers, but we will return to this distinction in Chap-

ter 5 where we will discuss the implications of optical binding for high numerical

aperture optical tweezers experiments. Consequently the brief review of the field

given in the following sections will focus on optical binding, and areas of optical

tweezing where inter-particle interactions are expected to be relevant. In ad-

dition to this, subsequent chapters give a further introduction to the literature

relevant to the chapter topic.

Optical binding

Optical binding between multiple optically trapped particles was reported by

Burns et al. in 1989 in a lateral configuration where the particles lay in a plane

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the trapping laser beam [11, 12].

In this case the confinement was only two-dimensional. Interestingly, this lateral

configuration has never to our knowledge been extended to three dimensions by

the use of two counter-propagating beams1, although such a configuration has

been studied theoretically [13].

It was not until 2002 that two groups [14, 15] independently reported longitu-

dinal interactions between multiple particles in a counter-propagating Gaussian

beam trap (where the particles lie parallel to the direction of propagation of the

1This may be because there are many interference fringes formed, with each of these
defining a different plane of trapping perpendicular to the beam axes. In order to form
optically bound clusters in a single plane there must be some way of ensuring all the particles
are located in the same plane. This would probably require manual loading using “helper”
optical tweezers.
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trapping beams). This is the type of configuration that we will mostly focus on

in this thesis.

Optical binding has been observed in theory and experiment to give rise to

a rich tapestry of nonlinear static and dynamic behaviour, including:

• chain formation [14, 15, 16], where trapped particles in a counter-

propagating Gaussian beam trap form linear chains, with the spacing be-

tween the particles dictated by the optical binding interaction.

• bistability [17, 18], where for some experimental parameters there are

multiple stable spacings between a given number of particles. For a Gaus-

sian beam trap this generally means one “standard” spacing, which can

be explained using our model in Chapter 4, and one very close spacing

where the particles are almost touching, where the repulsion is produced

by complicated near-field effects.

• two-dimensional “crystal” arrays [12, 13, 19, 20, 21], where sub-micron-

sized particles form two-dimensional regular structures perpendicular to

the direction of propagation of the trapping beam(s). These have been

observed in a number of different situations (see Figure 1.1):

– broad Gaussian beam [12] (pseudo-plane wave): fairly close-packed

regular structures trapped in two-dimensions, with the third dimen-

sion of confinement provided by the walls of the cell;

– counter-propagating plane waves [13]: theoretical prediction of two-

dimensional “molecules” formed from particles which are several di-

ameters apart;

– evanescent wave trap [19, 20, 21]: fairly close-packed regular struc-

tures trapped in two dimensions in an evanescent wave, with the third
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: Examples of optically bound particle clusters. (a) two-
dimensional arrays in [12]; (b) relatively widely-spaced “molecules”
in [13]; (c) fairly close-packed regular structures in an evanescent
wave trap, in [20].

dimension of confinement provided by the totally internally reflecting

substrate.

As we will discuss in Chapter 3 these scenarios are particularly challeng-

ing to understand, not only because of the large numbers of interacting

particles but also because of the combination of optical binding, physical

close-packing constraints and possible electrostatic charges, all of which

can have a significant influence on the structures formed.

• periodic particle motion and instabilities [13, 22, 23, 24, 25] where, despite

the overdamped nature of the system, driven harmonic oscillations and

instabilities can be observed.

Possible future areas of development for optical binding include:

• aerosol trapping: recent preliminary results have reported optical trapping

and binding of aerosol particles in air [26, 27, 28, 29, 30].

• large space-based structures: it has been proposed that the self-organising
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properties of optically bound particles could be use to self-assemble enor-

mous planar structures in space, which could be used as telescope mirrors

or solar sails [3]. Although this would be a very exciting and spectacular

application for optical tweezing and binding, our findings presented here

cast doubt on the scalability of this proposed technique. We will return

to this question in Chapter 5.

Optical tweezers

Confinement of a particle using a single-beam high numerical aperture optical

tweezers set up was demonstrated in 1986 [31]. Since then optical tweezing and

micromanipulation has developed into a broad field with many applications.

Comprehensive reviews of micromanipulation can be found in [7, 32].

In the context of the phenomena discussed in this thesis, our main inter-

est in optical tweezing is where multiple particles are being trapped together.

Examples include:

• Time-sharing to produce multiple optical tweezers from a single laser

beam [33]. This is a simple system to design, but suffers from scalability

problems, since as more trapping sites are added the fraction of time that

the laser is assigned to each trapping site is reduced, and the number of

trapped particles is limited by the field of view of the trapping objective

lens. This reduces the strength of the trap and increases the tendency

for particles to diffuse out of the trap. It does however have the advan-

tage that, since only one particle is illuminated at a time, optical binding

effects should be negligible.

• Holographic optical tweezers which can generate arbitrary “optical land-

scapes” [5, 6]. Particles will interact with the background optical field and

can be trapped. If the particles are close enough together, optical binding
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interactions may be extremely important in such a setup. An example of a

simple optical landscape is the interference fringes discussed in Chapter 3,

for which we show that optical binding effects are absolutely critical to

understanding the trapped structures which form.

• Measurement of hydrodynamic interactions between multiple trapped par-

ticles [34, 35]. This is of dual interest in the context of this thesis: an

accurate description of hydrodynamic interactions may be important for

a detailed understanding of close-packed trapped structures (see Chap-

ter 3), and when performing hydrodynamic measurements it is important

to understand whether optical binding effects may be present because, if

so, this needs to be taken into account in the analysis of the experiment.

• Bessel beam guiding. The non-diffracting nature of Bessel beams make

them useful for trapping and transport of multiple particles [36], and also

enables easy trapping and transport of multiple particles [37, 38].

• Extended trapping regions such as those generated by vortex-like traps [39],

where there has been little attention paid to any optical binding interac-

tions that may be present between multiple particles.

In many such optical tweezers arrangements, optical binding is not an in-

tended consequence of the setup. Rather, it is seen as an inconvenience – if

indeed it is considered at all. As the numbers of trapped particles (particularly

particles with higher radii and refractive indices) increases, the potential for

significant optical binding effects will increase.

1.1.2 Interpreting binding experiments

Although there have been intermittent attempts to theoretically model the op-

tical binding behaviour between multiple trapped particles, this has proved ex-
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tremely challenging. One of the main challenges is knowing the experimental

parameters well enough to carry out a simulation which can reasonably be ex-

pected to agree with experiments.

McGloin et al. developed a simple model based on consideration of the

scattering force produced by the light “refocused” by successive particles in

a chain [18, 40, 41]. Although we have revisited and extended such a model

in Chapter 4, there do appear to be shortcomings with the comparison of ex-

periment and theory presented in [40]. Reasonable agreement was presented

between their experimental results and their theoretical model, but in contrast

Mie scattering theory predicts significantly different results for the experimental

parameters quoted in that paper (different particle spacings, or even whether

stable chains are supported or not). This highlights the sensitivity of optical

binding experiments to the exact experimental parameters, some of which are

often hard to directly measure.

Direct visualization of the modification to the background laser field was

demonstrated in [16], using two-photon fluorescence to directly image the in-

tensity of the electromagnetic field around chains of trapped particles. Here

good agreement was shown between a paraxial field propagation model and the

experimental results. Unfortunately a lack of detail in some of the parameters

used has meant we have been unable to make a direct comparison between their

model and our Mie scattering model.

It was only in 2008 that very good agreement was demonstrated between Mie

scattering theory and experimental results from fibre-based optical trapping

experiments at the University of Victoria, Canada (Gordon et al. [24, 42]).

It is interesting to note that this significant milestone was achieved using a

fibre-based trap for the experimental measurements: this considerably reduces

the challenges of alignment and beam quality. It is these factors which prove
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a considerable obstacle to accurate quantitative measurements in lens-based

counter-propagating beam traps.

In addition to this, a model based on coupled dipole calculations has also

recently been used to inform a simple explanation of the mechanisms that led to

chain formation in a counter-propagating Bessel beam trap [37]. It is worth not-

ing that this mechanism is very different to that which we discuss for Gaussian

beam traps in Chapter 4, despite the apparent similarity in the trap configura-

tion and nature of the particle chains formed.

The results of Gordon et al. have validated the use of Mie scattering theory

as the gold standard in the modelling of optical trapping and binding, and that

achievement in [42] provides important support for our choice of techniques

used in this thesis, as well as providing an independent comparison for our

Mie scattering computer code, developed separately to theirs. The motivation

behind this thesis is echoed by Gordon et al.:

“Currently, no theory has explained fully the occurrence of inho-

mogeneous particle spacing, both for a particle number dependency

and a dependence on inter-array particle positions (i.e. inner and

outer inter-particle spacings differ for a fixed number particle ar-

ray), and the spontaneous onset of oscillations observed in the

dual beam trap” [24].

Chapter 4 of this thesis will address all these questions.

1.2 Synopsis

The aim of this thesis is to offer physical interpretations and insights into optical

binding phenomena observed in optical traps. The common theme throughout

is the concept of interactions between multiple particles, and the fact that they

give rise to behaviours which are substantially different from the behaviours of
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isolated trapped particles. The observations discussed here cannot be predicted

simply by studying isolated particles.

Some of the experimental results which form the starting point for the in-

vestigation are from our own experiments. The experimental results referred

to in Chapter 3 are the work of our collaborators (whose contribution is made

clear in the text where this is the case). We analyse and interpret these results

using Mie scattering theory. We developed the computer model used in order to

have code which meets the needs of the analysis. In addition to Mie scattering

simulations, the results in Chapter 4 are interpreted using a simpler conceptual

model which offers more insights into the physical mechanisms underlying the

effects.

Chapter 2 describes Mie scattering theory, and briefly discusses our computer

model. Some of the content of this chapter draws together results published

by a variety of authors into a coherent whole, and some of the results and

approaches within the chapter are entirely novel work. The distinction between

these is made in the introduction to the chapter, which also briefly summarizes

the history of Mie scattering theory and its generalizations.

Chapter 3 discusses evanescent wave trapping experiments, and the two-

dimensional “crystal structures” of nanoparticles reported by Bain et al. [19, 20]

which are formed by optical binding effects. We explain some of the struc-

tures through Mie scattering theory, and discuss the relative contributions of

optically-induced forces and collisional interactions on the nature of the struc-

tures which are formed.

Chapter 4 considers a trap formed by two counter-propagating Gaussian

beams. We describe new experimental results showing trapping configurations

which do not conform to the underlying symmetry of the trap, resulting in both

stationary modes and non-stationary trapping modes in which particles circulate
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around the trap away from the common beam axis. We show that such config-

urations are predicted by Mie scattering theory, along with the more familiar

simpler on-axis stationary trapped chains. We discuss the physical interactions

which give rise to each of these configurations, and show that the stationary

chains can be fairly well described using an extremely simple conceptual scalar

model of the light-mediated interaction.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn from this work, and

topics worthy of further investigation.



Chapter 2

Scattering theory

“It’s all just a bunch of balls and sticks” [43].

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss theoretical techniques and simulation methods for cal-

culating the scattering of a coherent laser field by one or more particles. Where

possible, our treatment of Mie scattering theory uses simple linear algebra rep-

resentation of the concepts involved, with the mathematical details confined to

appendices. In formulating this approach we have drawn together results from

a wide variety of different papers and textbooks on the subject into a coher-

ent and clear development. The most significant novel content of this chapter

is the derivations of the beam expansion coefficients for Bessel and Gaussian

beams in Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, and the derivations of the expressions for

the gradient potential (Section 2.6.2) and the pressure inside a liquid droplet

12
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(Appendix 2.C.2).

Generalized Lorentz-Mie Theory (GLMT) is a popular technique for ana-

lyzing laser trapping and manipulation experiments. It uses an exact vector

description of coherent, monochromatic light. It can be applied to particles of

any size, from the Rayleigh limit up to the ray optics regime, but it is most

efficient for particles in the Mie regime: particles whose size is comparable to

the wavelength of the light.

The theory was first derived by Mie [44] and Debye [45] in the 1900s, and

was initially restricted to plane waves. Early applications included atmospheric

aerosol physics, the calculation of the angular dependency of scattering by iso-

lated aerosol or soot particles, the optical properties of disperse colloidal so-

lutions, and radar cross sections. The theory was subsequently generalized to

treat an arbitrary beam, as laid out in 1941 by Stratton [46].

As early as 1967, Liang and Lo [47, 48] described a technique based on matrix

inversion for the calculation of the field scattered by two particles. In 1988 the

“order of scattering” technique (discussed later), which is critical for calculations

involving more than two weakly-interacting spheres, was introduced by Fuller

and Kattawar [49, 50]. A contemporary description of the mathematical tools

needed to extend GLMT to multiple sphere configurations (which we will discuss

in Section 2.5) can be found in [51].

Initially, in the next section, we will consider the problem in abstract terms,

without concerning ourselves with the full algebraic detail of the technique. We

will then revisit the technique in more detail in subsequent sections, considering

scattering by a single particle (Section 2.3) and then the main computationally

demanding steps: the expansion of the laser beam in terms of vector spheri-

cal wavefunctions (Section 2.4), the treatment of multiple interacting particles

(Section 2.5), and the calculation of forces on the particles (Section 2.6). Fol-
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lowing this theoretical development we will discuss the use of this calculation

to determine particle motion (Section 2.7).

The theoretical framework of GLMT makes use of a considerable number

of special functions which will be used throughout this chapter and beyond.

Appendix 2.A lists the standard symbols used for these functions, along with the

symbols used to represent physical quantities. Subsequent appendices contain a

number of results and derivations which have been omitted from the main text

to avoid overburdening it. Finally, Appendix 2.D discusses the implementation

in computer code of the equations and techniques discussed in this chapter.

2.2 Overview

We can decompose an electromagnetic field e(r) into a complete orthonormal

basis of eigenfunctions ei(r) each with amplitude ai:

e(r) =
∑
i

aiei(r). (2.1)

We define the external field as the radiation field, often the field of a laser

beam, in the absence of any particles. We define the incident field as the total

incoming field impinging on the particle. In the case of a single particle the

external and incident fields are the same, but the distinction is important in the

case of multiple interacting particles, where scattered light from one particle

will interact with the other particles and contribute to their total incident field.

A particle exposed to a given incident field will produce a scattered field,

which can again be represented in that same basis, with amplitudes si:

s = T · a, (2.2)
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where T is a matrix describing the scattering behaviour of the particle. In

general T will depend on the shape and physical properties of the particle, and

for dielectric spheres it is determined by considering the boundary conditions

on the EM field at the dielectric interface. The field that would be measured by

a probe at a particular coordinate in the experiment is the sum of the external

and scattered fields.

GLMT deals with spherical particles, and thus the symmetry of the problem

naturally leads to the choice of the vector spherical wavefunctions (VSWFs)

Mmn and Nmn for the basis ei [46, 52], as they are separable into a radial

and an angular part, and each individual VSWF is a solution to Maxwell’s

equations. Higher values of n correspond to wavefunctions whose amplitude

peaks at larger radii (as we will see later when we discuss the choice of a cutoff

value for n in Section 2.4), and higher values of |m| correspond to more rapid

angular variations in the function.

Although spherical wavefunctions are particularly convenient in the case of

spherical particles, they form a complete basis set and hence can in principle be

applied to scattering from particles of any shape. This most general approach

is known as the “T-matrix” method, but here we restrict ourselves to spherical

particles. In this special case the matrix T in Equation 2.2 is diagonal and

independent of m.

GLMT generalises easily to multiple particles due to the linearity of the

electromagnetic field equations. We must simply ensure that when considering

the scattering behaviour of each individual particle (determined by the surface

boundary conditions) we use the total field incident on the particle, which is the

sum of the external field and all the scattered waves from the other particles.

Thus the total field a(k) incident on particle k (as appearing in Equation 2.2)
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is:

a(k) = a(k)
(ext) +

∑
j 6=k

s′(j), (2.3)

where s′(j) are the field coefficients for the field scattered by sphere j, in the

basis of VSWFs centred on particle k.

The difficulty here is that the scattered field s(j) is expanded in the basis

of VSWFs centred on particle j, whereas here we need the field s′(j), expanded

in the basis of VSWFs centred on particle k. We therefore need to know the

matrix F which will transform from one basis to the other:

s′(j) = F · s(j). (2.4)

Calculating the elements of this matrix is far from trivial, and will be discussed

in detail in Section 2.5.

Equation 2.3 applies simultaneously to every particle k in the system, written

in their individual bases, and the result is a large system of coupled equations

which can be solved (with some computational effort) to determine the resultant

field.

In the following sections we will discuss in detail the scattering by a single

particle (Section 2.3), and then address the three computationally-challenging

stages for a GLMT calculation: generating the beam shape coefficients (Sec-

tion 2.4), treating a multi-particle system (Section 2.5), and calculating the

force on a particle (Section 2.6). Following that we will discuss our actual im-

plementation of GLMT into computer code.
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2.3 Scattering by a single spherical particle

Let us return for now to the case of a single particle of radius a and refractive

index nsphere, and a radiation field of wavenumber k in the medium of refractive

index next surrounding the particle. In this section we will expand on the

abstract equations already presented, and specify the actual equations required

to implement GLMT calculations.

The normalized VSWFs M̃mn and Ñmn are defined in Appendix 2.A (the

tildes emphasize that these VSWFs are normalized, in contrast to the tradi-

tional form of the VSWFs used for example in [53, 54]). The attraction of using

these functions as a basis for representing the electromagnetic field in a homoge-

neous dielectric medium (without free charges) is that each individual function

is a solution to Maxwell’s equations and, since the VSWFs form a complete

orthogonal set, any coherent field can be represented as a sum of normalized

VSWFs. For the external electric field E and magnetic field H, we use VSWFs

built from spherical Bessel functions of the first kind (which is indicated by the

superscript 1 as explained in Appendix 2.A), since they are finite at the origin.

The coefficients for each of these VSWFs are pmn and qmn:

Eext(kr) = −i
∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
pmnÑ(1)

mn(kr) + qmnM̃(1)
mn(kr)

)
,

Hext(kr) = −next
∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
qmnÑ(1)

mn(kr) + pmnM̃(1)
mn(kr)

)
. (2.5)

The expression for the scattered field (the field scattered by the particle) ex-

panded in terms of the coefficients amn and bmn is similar, except we use VSWFs

built from spherical Hankel functions of the first kind, since in the far-field limit
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they describe outgoing spherical waves:

Escat(kr) = i

∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
amnÑ(3)

mn(kr) + bmnM̃(3)
mn(kr)

)
,

Hscat(kr) = next

∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
bmnÑ(3)

mn(kr) + amnM̃(3)
mn(kr)

)
. (2.6)

The expression for the internal field (the field internal to the particle) is very

similar to that for the external field, but note the change of sign and the fact that

the VSWFs are evaluated as a function of the position coordinate k′r, where k′

is the wavenumber inside the particle, k′ = nint
next

k, which can be complex if the

internal refractive index nint is complex:

Eint(kr) = −i
∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
dmnÑ(1)

mn(k′r) + cmnM̃(1)
mn(k′r)

)
,

Hint(kr) = −next
∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(
cmnÑ(1)

mn(k′r) + dmnM̃(1)
mn(k′r)

)
. (2.7)

It is worth noting at this point that a number of different conventions exist for

the exact form of the beam expansion. For example Barton [55] and Čižmár [54]

use a slightly different version of Equation 2.5. For example, their external field

coefficients Alm and Blm are related to our pmn and qmn as follows:

Alm =
ipmn

2π(ka)
,

Blm =
nextqmn
2π(ka)

. (2.8)

One particularly important convention is whether the coefficients pmn, qmn etc

are normalized. Several authors such as Mackowski and Xu [56] do not normalize

them. While this remains closer to the original Mie theory, it poses serious

problems for spheres tens of wavelengths in diameter, and for clusters of spheres.

The coefficients grow combinatorially with m and n, and they can overflow the
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variables used to store them in a computer program. With the scheme presented

here, the beam shape coefficients are all of order 1, and the magnitudes of p±mn

and q±mn are all the same (for an axial beam). They are also independent of

the size of the sphere, which seems more appropriate since they describe the

intrinsic properties of the laser beam, and so conceptually should not depend

on the radius of the sphere they are centred on.

Now that we have defined a basis for the incident and scattered fields, we

must determine how they are related. The scattered field is uniquely determined

by the field incident on the surface of the particle, and it must be such that the

electric and magnetic boundary conditions at a dielectric interface are satisfied

by the total external field and the field internal to the particle [57]. The scat-

tering matrix T referred to in Equation 2.2 must be derived in such a way as

to satisfy those surface boundary conditions.

In the case of a sphere, T is diagonal and independent of m, and amn =

αnpmn and bmn = βnqmn. The derivation for the scattering coefficients αn and

βn is well known [58], but numerical overflow can be an issue when working

with very large spheres if the resultant formula is used naively. A particularly

convenient form for the equations exists which solves this problem, involving log-

arithmic derivatives of the Riccati-Bessel functions [59], along with appropriate
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recurrence formulae to reliably generate the coefficients:

αn =
ψn(x)
ζn(x)

(
Dn(mx)−mDn(x)
Dn(mx)−mGn(x)

)
,

βn =
ψn(x)
ζn(x)

(
mDn(mx)−Dn(x)
mDn(mx)−Gn(x)

)
, (2.9)

where Dn(z) = [lnψn(z)]′,

Gn(z) = [ln ζn(z)]′,

ψn(z) = zjn(z),

ζn(z) = zh(1)
n (z),

m = nsphere/next.

We have now defined a basis for representing the electromagnetic field inside

and outside a dielectric particle, and know how to relate the scattered field to

the incident field. Once we know how to expand the external field in terms

of the beam shape coefficients pmn and qmn (which will be discussed in the

next section), then we can calculate the field scattered by any single particle

exposed to a laser field. Quantities such as the scattering cross section or far-

field scattering pattern can then be determined [58]. One quantity of particular

interest for optical trapping and manipulation is the force exerted on the particle

by the radiation field. How this is calculated will be discussed in Section 2.6.

2.4 Beam representations

For a practical calculation it is necessary to truncate the sum over VSWFs

(Equation 2.5) at some finite n = nmax. The choice of this cutoff value is

generally taken as:

nmax = (ka) + 4.05(ka)1/3 + 2. (2.10)
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This is a purely empirical result that was originally proposed by Wiscombe [60].

In the case of very strong resonances1 it can be necessary to increase this value

slightly, but for off-resonance calculations it is sufficient. If there is concern as

to whether a calculation is accurate, it can be repeated with a slightly higher

nmax to see whether the same result is obtained.

This cutoff can be understood in a number of ways. An arbitrary field

contained within a radius a can be extremely closely approximated using only

those VSWFs with n ≤ nmax. Spherical bessel functions of order n > nmax are

very close to zero for r ≤ a, which means that they have negligible effect on the

field on the surface of the sphere. The field at a larger distances from the sphere

will not in general be well described for a given choice of the cutoff nmax, but

the field at that point distant from the sphere has no effect on the scattering

behaviour of the sphere, and so it is not a problem that we have not correctly

described the field at that point.

Alternatively (for the same mathematical reasons as in the above argument),

the scattering coefficients of a sphere of radius a are negligible above that value

of nmax. The fact that beyond that point they decay very rapidly with n is a

practical reason why there is no need to calculate the beam shape coefficients

beyond that value of n: mathematically they will not have any effect on the

scattered coefficients.

This cutoff effect is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It can be seen that as nmax

is increased, the field represented by the VSWF coefficients up to the cutoff

n = nmax provides a good representation of the plane wave over a broader

region centred on the particle. The particle has a size parameter of 10, for

which Equation 2.10 demands a value of nmax = 21. Notice that even by

n = 10 the field is visually very close to the required plane wave distribution
1Resonances include “whispering gallery modes”, where standing waves develop around

the internal surface of a single sphere, and cavity-like resonances between two nearby spheres.
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(nmax = 1) (nmax = 2) (nmax = 3) (nmax = 4)

(nmax = 5) (nmax = 10) (nmax = 15) (nmax = 20)

Figure 2.1: Representation of a plane wave with increasing numbers
of VSWFs, up to n = nmax. As nmax increases, the plane wave is
correctly represented over a wider and wider area centred on the
particle (whose surface is indicated by the white circle).

over the surface of the sphere.

2.4.1 Integral method

The most general way of calculating the beam coefficients is to decompose the

beam function into VSWFs using an orthogonal eigenfunction transform (a gen-

eralization of the Fourier transform which exploits the orthogonal nature of the

VSWFs to obtain the pmn and qmn expansion coefficients):

pmn = i×

∫
S

E · Ñ∗mndS

∫
S

∣∣∣Ñmn

∣∣∣2 dS
, (2.11)

and similarly for qmn, using M̃mn instead of Ñmn.

This calculation can be performed for an arbitrary beam, but that requires

the evaluation of O(n2
max) surface integrals, which makes it very slow compared
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to the rest of the Mie calculation. Fortunately this integral can be fully or

partially solved for commonly-used beam types, as will be outlined below.

2.4.2 Plane wave

While a true, infinite plane wave is not physically realistic, it is a model com-

monly used in scattering calculations. For example, a very broad, collimated

Gaussian beam can be locally approximated by a plane wave.

Equation 2.11 has an analytical solution in the case of a plane wave e0e
ik.r

expanded about a point r0 [52, 61]:

pmnqmn

 = Umn

eθ

 τ̃mn(cos θ)

π̃mn(cos θ)

− ieφ
π̃mn(cos θ)

τ̃mn(cos θ)


 e−imφeik.r0 ,

Umn =
4πin

n(n+ 1)
, (2.12)

where θ and φ are the zenith and azimuthal angles of the wavenumber k. Hence

we can analytically calculate the beam shape coefficients pmn and qmn for a

plane wave.

2.4.3 Evanescent wave

When a plane wave encounters a planar dielectric boundary from a medium

of refractive index nsubst to a medium of refractive index next, it is refracted

according to Snell’s law which relates the angle of refraction θr to angle of

incidence θi:

next sin θr = nsubst sin θi. (2.13)

If the wave in the xz plane is incident on an interface at x = 0 then the wavevec-

tor in the second medium will be k = k(cos θr, 0, sin θr) in cartesian coordinates.

If the refractive index mismatch is sufficiently large, we may find that sin θr
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2: Diagrams showing the refractive behaviour of a plane
wave at a dielectric interface (reflected wave not shown): (a) wave
is refracted into the upper medium; (b) at the critical angle, the
wave is refracted parallel to the boundary; (c) beyond the critical
angle (complex angle of refraction) the wave is totally internally
reflected and an evanescent field develops on the other side of the
boundary.

is greater than 1. This is unphysical for real θr, and the wave is totally internally

reflected at the boundary. However we can still satisfy Snell’s law if we allow θr

to be imaginary. In this case cos θr will be imaginary, and so the x component

of the wavevector will be imaginary. This represents the exponential decay of

a wave in the x direction. This is known as the evanescent wave. In the case

of a perfect plane interface between two infinite homogeneous media, no energy

flows through the interface2, although the field on the other side of the interface

is not zero. The field decays with a length comparable to the wavelength of the

light, and the decay length is greatest at the critical angle where total internal

reflection first occurs.

Figure 2.2 shows the behaviour of a wave above and below the critical angle.
2As we will see in Chapter 3, however, the presence of a particle on the far side of the inter-

face will change the boundary conditions and cause energy and momentum to be transferred
across the boundary.
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The evanescent wave can be considered entirely equivalent to the standard plane

wave transmitted below the critical angle, but with an imaginary wavevector as

stated above [62]. This wavevector can be used in Equation 2.12 to calculate

the beam shape coefficients for an evanescent wave.

2.4.4 Bessel beam

A Bessel beam is a non-diffracting beam which is of interest in optical confine-

ment and guiding experiments [36, 63]. An ideal Bessel beam is formed from

a conical spectrum of converging plane waves, and in practical terms a Bessel

beam can be generated by passing a Gaussian beam through an axicon (a conical

lens). Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of an axicon bring used to realize

a Bessel beam. Čižmár et al. [54] considered the VSWF expansion coefficients

of a Bessel beam, but their expression required the numerical evaluation of an

integral, which can end up being the bottleneck in the overall Mie calculation in

the case where a single sphere is treated. In this section we derive an analytical

result for the VSWF expansion coefficients of a Bessel beam.

Consider a particle at position r0 = (x, y, z) which is exposed to the field

of an x-polarized Bessel beam propagating along the z axis. We represent the

beam by a sum of plane waves e0e
ik.r making an angle α0 with the z axis [54],

as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

E(r) = E0

∫ 2π

0

e0(α0, β)eik.rdβ, (2.14)

where k = (k, α0, β) (in polar coordinates), and e0 = cosβiθ − sinβiφ. Our

equation is equivalent to Čižmár’s equation A.1, but note that we have defined

β slightly differently in order to arrive at a nearer final result. Hence the plane
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic diagram of an axicon being used to realize
a Bessel beam. α0 is the angle between the direction of propagation
of the plane waves and the z axis (direction of beam propagation).
(b) Cross-section through a Bessel beam (logarithm of intensity)

wave polarization e = e(k) is

ex = cosα0 + sin2 β(1− cosα0)

ey = − [(1− cosα0) sinβ cosβ]

ez = − sinα0 cosβ, (2.15)

with the opposite sign to Cizmar’s Equation A.3 on ez, in consequence of our

different β. Note that it can of course be verified that k · e = 0. e can be
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represented in the spherical basis of k using the transformation:


er

eθ

eφ

 =


cosβ sinα0 sinβ sinα0 cosα0

cosβ cosα0 sinβ cosα0 − sinα0

− sinβ cosβ 0

E(cart)
PW

=


0

cosβ

− sinβ

 (2.16)

eθ = cos(β) is the component of the polarization vector e which lies in the

plane containing k and the z axis. eφ = − sin(β) is the component of e which

is perpendicular to that plane. er, the component of e parallel to k, is of course

zero as e · k = 0 for a plane wave.

The individual plane wave expansion is given in Equation 2.12. We substi-

tute that plane wave expansion into Equation 2.14, giving

pmnqmn

 = E0Un ×
∫ 2π

0

cos(φ)

 τ̃mnπ̃mn

+ i sin(φ)

π̃mnτ̃mn


 e−imφeik.r0dφ.

(2.17)

The eik.r0 term can be expanded, and sine and cosine rewritten in terms of

exponentials, for ρ = k
√
x2 + y2 sin θ and φ0 = arctan(−y/x)− π

2 to obtain

pmnqmn

 = E0Une
ikz cos θ ×


 τ̃mnπ̃mn

 I(+) +

π̃mnτ̃mn

 I(−)

 ,
I(±) =

1
2

∫ 2π

0

ei(1−m)φeiρ cos(φ+φ0+
π
2 ))dφ

± 1
2

∫ 2π

0

ei(−1−m)φeiρ cos(φ+φ0+
π
2 ))dφ. (2.18)

The azimuthal integral can be solved [64, Equation 9.1.21] in terms of Bessel
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functions of the first kind to give

I(±) = π
(
ei(m−1)φ0J1−m(ρ)± ei(m+1)φ0J−1−m(ρ)

)
. (2.19)

The field described by Equations 2.5 and 2.18 has been verified to be the

same as the explicit integral in Equation 2.14. With the integral eliminated, the

beam shape coefficients (BSCs) pmn and qmn can be calculated analytically in

a fraction of the time required by existing published methods.

2.4.5 Gaussian beam

Approaches for representing a loosely-focused Gaussian beam (empirically, for

a numerical aperture NA . 0.25) have been known for some time. It is possible

to decompose the Gaussian beam into a superposition of plane waves [65] in

the near-paraxial regime. The number of plane waves required to accurately

represent the beam increases as the NA increases, and the approach eventually

breaks down as the NA rises, when vectorial effects not accounted for in such

paraxial-type approximations become important.

Representing a tightly-focused Gaussian beam presents challenges, and much

effort has been devoted to increasingly detailed nth order approximation to the

beam [66, 67, 68], which could then for example be inserted into the integral of

Equation 2.11 to obtain a VSWF expansion for the beam. Such a perturbative

approach cannot be applied to optical tweezers, though, since the numerical

aperture (N.A.) can be greater than 1. It is however possible to precisely de-

scribe the far-field distribution even of a tightly-focused Gaussian beam, and

Nieminen et al. [69] exploit this to build a system of linear equations which can

be solved to obtain the BSCs. They define a series of discrete points in the

far field, and at each point they build an equation which relates the far-field

intensity to the BSCs. The relevant equation for a point r at which the far-field
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Gaussian electric field is E is simply Equation 2.5, which provides two equa-

tions (the two non-zero (transverse) components of E) in 4nmax unknowns (for

the on-axis case with the beam propagating along the z axis, so that only the

m = ±1 harmonics are nonzero): in the equation, every one of the pmn and

qmn coefficients is unknown. We therefore require 2nmax such points in order

to fully determine the equation system.

This linear equation approach is fairly efficient for a particle at the focus of

an extremely tightly-focused beam, where the required value of nmax is small.

However, it requires the use of translation matrices to represent particles at

positions other than the focus. In addition to this, it is entirely unsuited to more

loosely-focused beams, and there is an awkward transition region as a function of

the N.A. where neither this approach nor the plane wave superposition approach

produce satisfactory results without prohibitively long calculation times.

We took a slightly different approach, with the aim of deriving a single

expression which is valid all the way from the plane wave limit to the high NA

limit. The starting point was to select a suitable expression for a fully-vectorial

Gaussian beam in the far field [70]:

E =
E0k

2w2
0

2ikR

√
cos θe−(γ sin θ)2eikReir.ir (cosφiθ − sinφiφ) , (2.20)

where γ is the ratio of the focal length of the objective to the beam waist

size of the (broad) Gaussian beam before the objective. Here we have selected

the global amplitude and phase to be consistent with the plane wave result

in Equation 2.12. It is important to emphasize that this is an exact vectorial

expression; in the far field of the particle (i.e. far from the beam focus), a

Gaussian beam is a transverse wave, however tightly focused it is, and however

important vectorial effects are close to the focus. If the appropriate VSWF

expansion coefficients can be determined by some means or other, the correct
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vector field close to the focus will be reproduced (even though no exact analytical

form is known for that field as a function of r), since fixing an electromagnetic

field over a closed surface is enough to determine its value throughout all space.

This expression was then substituted into the general surface integral of

Equation 2.11. It is then possible to (at least partially) solve the integral by ex-

ploiting the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics (see Appendix 2.A).

For mathematical convenience, we elect to evaluate the pmn surface integral

at radius kR = (2Nπ + nπ
2 ) and the qmn surface integral at radius kR =

(2Nπ + (n+1)π
2 ), in the limit of large N . Under these conditions, the far-field

vector spherical harmonics are:

√
2n+1

4π
(n−m)!
(n+m)!

Ñ(1)
mn

M̃(1)
mn

 =


 τ̃mn

iπ̃mn

 iθ +

 iπ̃mn

−τ̃mn

 iφ

 eimφ

kR
. (2.21)

Substituting these into Equation 2.11 and, as we did for the Bessel beam,

expressing the azimuthal integral in terms of I(±), which we solved in Equa-

tion 2.19, we find:

pmnqmn

 = Un

θ0∫
0

E′(θ)


 τ̃mnπ̃mn

 I(+) +

π̃mnτ̃mn

 I(−)

 sin θdθ, (2.22)

where E′(θ) = E0k
2w2

0
4π

√
cos θe−(γ sin θ)2eikz cos θ and θ0 is the half-angle sub-

tended by the objective at the beam focus. The θ integral cannot unfortunately

be solved analytically, but we have succeeded in deriving a formula containing

just a single integral, which is valid for arbitrary NA. One useful side-effect

of the θ integral remaining in the final expression is that the envelope E′(θ)

can be modified in any way that is desired, and hence it is trivial to impose

radially-symmetric modifications to the beam profile, such as apodization.

It subsequently became clear that this was not an entirely novel result: a
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number of other authors have quoted similar results. The result is analogous

to that derived by Doicu & Wriedt for the limit of low N.A. [66, Equation 21],

but the result here is valid for tightly-focused beams as well. Our result is also

consistent with that quoted but not derived by Mazolli et al. for a circularly-

polarized beam [71, 72]. We compare the Gaussian and Bessel beam expansions

derived here with the performance of rival approaches in [73].

2.5 Multiple particles

As mentioned in the overview of GLMT in Section 2.2, in the case of multiple

particles we must solve a system of coupled equations which arise from Equa-

tions 2.3 and 2.4. For illustration, consider a cluster of three nearby particles.

We can express Equation 2.3 for the whole system in terms of a block matrix:


a(1)

a(2)

a(3)

 =


a(1)
ext

a(2)
ext

a(3)
ext

+


0 F21 F31

F12 0 F32

F13 F23 0



s(1)

s(2)

s(3)


or a = aext + F s (2.23)

where Fij is the translation matrix of Equation 2.4 which transforms a scattered

field in the basis of sphere i into an incident field in the basis of sphere j.

Before we consider the details of multiple scattering calculations, we should

revisit the discussion of the determination of nmax (Equation 2.10) in the context

of multiple particles. We need to consider whether this cutoff is still appropriate.

At first glance it seems that it might not be, since the size of the cluster is larger

than the size of the individual spheres, which was what we based our cutoff on.

The scattered field from a particle A can be fully described using n ≤ nmax.

There is no approximation here: the field sources (the surface of the sphere) are
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contained within that radius a of the sphere, and so the field is fully described

over all space using this cutoff.

If we wanted to fully describe this scattered field at all points in space, but in

a basis centred on another particle B at distance d away from A, then we would

need to use a larger cutoff which is a function of d. However fortunately we do

not need a full description of this field. When calculating the field re-scattered

by particle B, we only actually need to know the field on the surface of that

particle B. Hence the same cutoff nmax as we would use in the single-sphere

case can be used in all parts of the calculation. Figure 2.4 shows the scattered

field from particle A represented in a basis centred on particle B. In the same

way as with Figure 2.1, the field is shown for various values of nmax. It can be

seen that by nmax = 10 the scattered field is well represented within the volume

of sphere B, even though the scattered field at other locations, such as on the

surface of sphere A, is not accurately described at this value of nmax.

In the following sections we will discuss techniques available for solving Equa-

tion 2.23, and will then present the method for generating the translation ma-

trices.

2.5.1 Multiple scattering principle

For a group of particles that are not extremely close to one another, the effects

of multiple scattering are normally small. That is, the solution for the EM field

is fairly well approximated by the sum of the external field and the field that

would be scattered by each particle individually in the absence of the other

particles. The effects of multiple scattering, where the scattered light from one

particle is re-scattered by another particle, are only a small perturbation to the

first-order solution.

In those circumstances, an interative solution can normally be obtained by
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(nmax = 1) (nmax = 2) (nmax = 3) (nmax = 4)

(nmax = 5) (nmax = 10) (nmax = 15) Full scattered
field

Figure 2.4: Scattered field from particle A (at bottom of field of
view) represented in a basis centred around particle B (center of
field of view). As increasing numbers of VSWFs are used (increas-
ing nmax), the scattered field is correctly represented over a wider
area centred on particle B. By nmax = 10 the scattered field is well
represented on the surface of particle B. This cutoff is sufficient
for an accurate calculation of the second-order field scattered from
surface of B. When processing sphere B in this way, it does not
matter that the field elsewhere, including on the surface of particle
A, is not correctly represented in this basis.
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treating the scattered field as a perturbation to the background light field [49,

50]. We can draw a parallel between this method and the way the system would

evolve if we were able to instantly “turn on” the laser field across all space.

When the particles first experience the field, they scatter some light. After a

very short interval that scattered light will hit the other particles in the cluster,

and will be re-scattered by them. That re-scattered light will propagate out and

hit the other particles, and so on.

The zero-order solution for the scattered field s0 is the field obtained by

treating every sphere as a scatterer in isolation. Using the notation of Equa-

tion 2.23:

s(0) = T · aext. (2.24)

We then calculate the net incident field due to the zero-order scattered field:

a(1) = aext + F · s(0), (2.25)

where F is the translation matrix (see Equation 2.4).The first-order scattered

field is then:

s(1) = T · a(1), (2.26)

the second-order net incident field is:

a(2) = aext + F · s(1). (2.27)

and so on until the solution converges.

This method can alternatively be written in the form of an infinite sum:

s = [T + (T · F ·T) + (T · F ·T · F ·T) . . . ] · aext (2.28)
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Once the iterative process has been continued until the scattered field does

not change significantly, a field has been obtained that satisfies Equation 2.23.

Empirically, a solution accurate to around one part in 10−5 can be obtained

within about 10 to 20 iterations, even for particles whose centres are only 3

radii apart. In practice, what we are normally interested in is the force on

the particles, so an appropriate convergence condition is when the force has

stabilized to a suitable tolerance. Given assumptions inherent in the model,

such as maybe neglecting aberrations in the optics used to generate the beams,

there is not normally going to be an accuracy gain in having an excessively strict

convergence limit, and in most cases we conservatively consider the solution to

be converged if the force changes by less than 10−5 between successive iterations.

Xu recommends a modified scheme where the actual nth order solution is

calculated by combining the raw nth order solution and the (n − 1)th order

solution using a damping factor u [56, Equation 35]:

a(n) = aext + uF · s(n−1) + (1− u)a(n−1). (2.29)

Empirically we found that although varying u affected the speed of conver-

gence, it rarely allowed easy convergence in cases where divergence occurs for

u = 1, and so it is simpler just to set u = 1. Fortunately in most cases we were

interested in, divergence was not a problem. In cases where it is, an alternative

technique can be used which is described in the Section 2.5.2.

Forward- and back-scattering

As we will see in Chapter 4, it can sometimes be useful to separate the effects

of forward- and back-scattering in order to understand the effects at work in

a system of particles. Fortunately there is a very simple modification which

can be made to the scattering calculation (a modification which we described
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in [74]) which allows us to “disable” the effects of back-scattering.

Recall the concise representation of the scattering interaction in Equation 2.23,

which for a given particle i can be written:

a(i) = a(i)
ext +

∑
j 6=i

Fji.s(j).

It is easy to alter this calculation so that backscatter is not taken into account.

If the particles are indexed “upstream” to “downstream” (i.e. with the first

particle closest to the laser source), then we simply modify the sum to read:

a(i) = a(i)
ext +

∑
j<i

Fji.s(j)

Although such a model is un-physical, there can be significant benefits in model-

ing such a situation: a real-world experiment will be subject to Brownian motion

of the trapped particles, which will wash out small local minima in the interac-

tions caused by the back-scattered field. In the absence of Brownian motion (i.e.

at absolute zero), a simulation can easily become trapped in such a local mini-

mum. Since it is computationally very expensive to include Brownian motion in

a simulation, choosing a model which does not include the back-scattered light

is a useful compromise in many cases (though the results of these un-physical

simulations must be verified using a full physically-realistic model).

2.5.2 Solution by inversion

Where the multiple-scattering technique described in the previous section breaks

down, a solution to Maxwell’s equations which satisfies all the boundary con-

ditions does still of course exist. It could in principle be arrived at by an

alternative physically-inspired method: possibly by a gradual increase of the

refractive index of the particles, starting from that of the surrounding medium.
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However it is more practical to directly solve the system of equations (2.3) by in-

version [47, 48]. For N particles and a cutoff value for the summation of VSWFs

at nmax, we are presented with simultaneous equations in 2N(n2
max + 2nmax)

unknowns. This will be computationally very difficult to solve for any rea-

sonably large value of nmax as the time required for the solution will scale as

O(N3n6
max) [50].

Fortunately in the case of spheres lying on the z axis a simplification exists.

As will be discussed in Section 2.5.3, a translation matrix F along the z axis does

not connect coefficients of different m (the relevant matrix elements are zero).

Thus our system of equations can be decomposed into (2nmax + 1) independent

systems of order (N × nmax) unknowns, which can be solved in O(N3 × n4
max)

time. Furthermore, the fact that there are (2nmax + 1) completely indepen-

dent systems means the problem is naturally suited to calculation on parallel

computing architectures for increased speed.

When we are considering two spheres, as is the case in [75] for example, the

axes can always be chosen so that the spheres both lie on the z axis, and thus

the system can always be solved using the z axis simplification.

Due to the ill-conditioned characteristics of the matrices involved, and the

large contrast in magnitude of the various terms in the matrix, standard tech-

niques for solving the equations such as LU decomposition tend to amplify small

errors, caused for example by rounding-off errors, and do not generate a good

solution to the equations. The “generalised minimal residual method” [76],

however, is found to give reliable solutions.

2.5.3 Translation matrix simplification

We require a translation matrix (as used schematically in Equation 2.25) in

order to switch between a VSWF basis centred on one particle to a basis centred
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on a different particle. The following equation states the addition theorem for

VSWFs, expanding a single VSWF centred at the point r in terms of an infinite

sum of VSWFs centred at a different point r′ [51]:

M̃(3)
mn(kr) =

∞∑
l=1

l∑
k=−l

[
Amnkl M̃(1)

kl (kr′) +Bmnkl Ñ(1)
kl (kr′)

]
,

Ñ(3)
mn(kr) =

∞∑
l=1

l∑
k=−l

[
Amnkl Ñ(1)

kl (kr′) +Bmnkl M̃(1)
kl (kr′)

]
. (2.30)

This follows trivially from the fact that the VSWFs form a complete, orthogonal

basis, and simply states that a VSWF M̃(3)
mn(kr) or Ñ(3)

mn(kr) written in one basis

can be expanded in terms of a different basis {M̃(1)
kl (kr′), Ñ(1)

kl (kr′)}, with these

new eigenfunctions having amplitudes {Amnkl , Bmnkl }. It is easy to write this

down; the difficult part is determining the values of Amnkl and Bmnkl .

As stated above, the number of elements of the translation matrices is of

order n4
max. In the special case of translation along the z axis the matrix

elements are only nonzero for m = k [48]:

M̃(3)
mn(kr) =

∞∑
l=1

[
Amnml M̃

(1)
ml(kr

′) +Bmnml Ñ
(1)
ml(kr

′)
]
,

Ñ(3)
mn(kr) =

∞∑
l=1

[
Amnml Ñ

(1)
ml(kr

′) +Bmnml M̃
(1)
ml(kr

′)
]
. (2.31)

Thus an arbitrary translation problem from one sphere to another can be

simplified by decomposing the problem into a coordinate rotation, a translation

along the z axis and a coordinate rotation back to the initial axes. In the same

way as the z translation is orthogonal in n, the rotation is orthogonal in m:

M̃(1)
mn = eimγ

n∑
k=−n

Dm
kn(β)e−kαM̃(1)

kn , (2.32)
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for Euler angles α, β and γ [51] — and identically for Ñ(1)
mn. Hence:

akn =
∑
m

Dm
knamn, (2.33)

and identically for bnm.

Thus we have decomposed one O(n4
max) transformation into three successive

O(n3
max) transformations, which is computationally much faster to calculate.

Expressions for these translation and rotation matrix coefficients were de-

rived and published by Mackowski [51]. However as noted earlier, Mackowski’s

expressions suffer from combinatorial growth as a function of (n + m), and

hence are unsuitable for practical use with spheres many wavelengths in di-

amter. Consequently we re-derived Mackowski’s recurrence relations so they

can be applied to our normalized coefficients. The new expressions are derived

in Appendix 2.B.

2.6 Forces

2.6.1 Maxwell stress tensor

The force on a sphere can be calculated from the Maxwell stress tensor, which

represents the net flow of momentum across a surface at a given point. If this is

integrated across a surface, the result is the total momentum entering the volume

bounded by that surface. In the case of a non-absorbing external medium, we

can select a surface which contains exactly one particle within its volume, and

the integral will give the total momentum transferred to the sphere. In this way

the force on the sphere can be calculated.

The force at a surface element dS can be calculated using Maxwell stress

tensor
←→
T , in terms of the electric and magnetic fields E and H (and the identity
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tensor
←→
I ) as [55]:

dF = n̂ ·
←→
T dS

←→
T =

1
4π

(
εEE + HH− 1

2
(εE2 +H2)

←→
I

)
(2.34)

and the net force on the sphere can be determined by integrating over the surface

of the sphere:

Fcomp =
∮
S

n̂ ·
←→
T dS. (2.35)

While there has been some debate on the exact form of the Maxwell stress

tensor, it is accepted [77] that the Minkowski form of the tensor [57, Equa-

tion 6.124] is appropriate for the steady-state case of a solid sphere immersed in

a fluid and exposed to optical wavelengths of light - and indeed any such case

that is likely to be encountered in optical binding or tweezing contexts, even

when deformable droplets are tweezed (see Section 2.6.4).

Barton [55] derives an analytical result for the force on a sphere in terms

of the VSWF coefficients. That result, re-normalized to suit our normalized

VSWF coefficients, is given in Appendix 2.C.1.

2.6.2 Gradient force

The Maxwell stress tensor (Equation 2.34) is used to calculate the total optical

force on a surface element. While this is convenient, and Barton’s analytical

result [55] is extremely useful from a computational point of view, it is often

helpful from a conceptual point of view to divide the force into the gradient force

and the scattering force [78]. This distinction can be made to a particularly

good degree of approximation in the Rayleigh regime; for larger particles this

distinction is less clear, although for example the transverse force on a particle

in a collimated laser beam is very accurately approximated by the gradient force
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alone.

There is a simple equation [40] which states the gradient potential Ugrad (and

hence the force Fgrad) on a particle as a function of the electric field intensity

|E|2 contained within the volume of the particle, and the internal and external

refractive indices nint and next:

Ugrad = −ε0
4

(nint − next)
∫
V

|E|2dV

Fgrad = −∇Ugrad (2.36)

This can be evaluated, although being a volume integral it takes a long time

to compute. It turns out, though, that the angular part of the integral can be

solved analytically, reducing it to a single radial integral. The approach, as in

derivations earlier in this chapter, is to substitute the VSWF expansion for the

internal field (Equation 2.7) into Equation 2.36 and then exploit the orthogo-

nality of the VSWFs (Equation 2.42) to solve the integral. After considerable

manipulation, we arrive at the following result:

Ugrad = −ε0
4

(nint − next)
∫ ∑

m,n

(
|cmn|2µn + |dmn|2νn

)
r2dr, (2.37)

where µn and νn are the VSWF normalizations defined in Equation 2.42 and

cmn and dmn are the expansion coefficients for the field internal to the particle,

defined in Equation 2.7. Both these normalizations are functions of r. The

radial integral can in fact in turn be solved analytically using the Mathemat-

ica symbolic algebra package, but the result is an extremely long combination

of hypergeometric functions, and so in practical terms we chose to implement

Equation 2.37, complete with single integral, in our code; this single integral

can be evaluated quickly enough not to be a significant performance problem.
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2.6.3 Absorbing spheres

Since the Maxwell stress tensor does not make any assumption about non-

absorbing media, it should be possible to use the same force formula to calculate

the force on absorbing spheres. One concern we encountered in this was the ap-

proach taken by Brevik and Sivertsen for a slightly-absorbing sphere [79]. They

split the force F into a surface component Fsurf (which was calculated using

Barton’s formula, treating the sphere as non-absorbing), and a volume absorb-

ing component Fabs which was calculated using a series of intricate integrals.

Our concern was that they had not used Barton’s formula for the absorbing

sphere to calculate F and then subtracted to obtain Fabs = F − Fsurf . How-

ever in an email Brevik confirmed [80] that this paper was mostly the work of

a student of his, and that he agrees that the Maxwell stress tensor should be

applicable in this case.

2.6.4 Forces on liquid interfaces

For a liquid droplet it can be useful to calculate the force on an element of

the surface of the droplet. This force can be integrated over the surface of the

droplet to find the pressure within the droplet, if we assume that the surface

tension is sufficient to resist the shear forces on the surface, and maintain the

spherical shape of the droplet.

Forces on particles immersed in a dielectric medium have been the source of

long-running controversies. The issues are discussed in detail by Brevik [77] and

by Nieminen et al. [81]. Many of the problems stem from the question of how

momentum is divided between a photon and the polarization of the dielectric

medium through which it is propagating. Fortunately this question is largely

philosophical in practical cases encountered with optical tweezers setups, and the

Minkowski formulation for the Maxwell stress tensor gives accurate results [77].
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This is the formulation which Barton used when he derived his formula (our

Equation 2.49).

When calculating the net force on a solid sphere, it is sufficient to determine

the net flow of momentum across the surface of the sphere using the Maxwell

stress tensor (Equation 2.34). For a nonabsorbing sphere, the only parts of the

sphere which will experience a force are those parts at the sphere/fluid interface,

where there is a step change in the dielectric constant of the medium (resulting

in a nonzero ∇ε). If the Maxwell stress tensor is integrated over a surface within

the volume of the sphere, a force of zero will be found. All momentum transfer

occurs at the surface, and within the sphere the momentum of the light field is

conserved. If we consider a complete spherical shell outside the surface of the

sphere, any net flow of linear momentum into that shell must be transferred to

the particle.

In the case of a liquid droplet, however, it is not sufficient to integrate the

normal momentum flow n̂ · dp = n̂ · (n̂ ·
←→
T )dS over a surface just outside the

sphere. For a given surface element we must look at the difference between the

momentum density of the field just outside the surface, and of the field just

inside the surface. The difference between their normals gives the total force

compressing (or expanding) that element of surface. A naive calculation which

integrates the net flow of momentum across a surface S just outside the sphere

will overestimate the force on the interface as it will have calculated the entire

momentum flow across that surface, rather than that fraction of the momentum

which is transferred to the dielectric interface (which can be deduced by looking

at the difference between the flow across S and the flow across a surface S′ just

inside the sphere). We must therefore evaluate that difference in order to find
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the instantaneous compressive force Fcomp:

Fcomp =
∮
S

n̂ · (n̂ ·
←→
T )dS −

∮
S′

n̂ · (n̂ ·
←→
T )dS′ (2.38)

where S is a surface just inside the sphere and S′ a surface just outside the

sphere.

We can use this integral to determine the average pressure on the surface

of the droplet. If we assume that the droplet is only slightly deformed before

the surface tension associated with the deformation creates an equilibrium in

the surface forces, then the pressure inside the droplet is simply the mean value

of this integral over the surface. We were in fact able to solve this integral

analytically, and the derivation is given in Appendix 2.C.2. This pressure can

for example be used to determine the direction and rate of flow between two

droplets which are joined by a narrow “thread” of liquid.

Alternatively, the distribution of forces across the surface of the sphere can

be exploited in conjunction with a surface tension model to calculate the defor-

mation of the sphere as a result of these forces. This is something that we have

been investigating in collaboration with Colin Bain (Department of Chemistry,

Durham) and Alex Lubansky (Department of Engineering, Oxford) [82, 83]

Electrostriction

One factor that deserves specific discussion in this context is electrostriction,

since this effect will occur in the case of two liquid droplets joined by a thin

tube, which is a configuration we are interested in. This issue is not explicitly

discussed in the literature as far as we are aware.

Electrostriction is in a sense an extension of the gradient force effect (Sec-

tion 2.6.2) to deformable media. The gradient potential follows from the fact

that a dielectric object’s energy is lowered if it is situated in a region of higher
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electric field strength. The gradient potential of a deformable object is a func-

tion not only of its position but of its shape, and its energy may be lowered if it

is deformed to better fit the electric field distribution around it, increasing the

integrated intensity contained within its volume. This results in an electrostric-

tive force on the surface of the object. For example, an incompressible liquid

droplet will minimize its energy in a laser beam by elongating itself along the

beam axis3. The electrostrictive force is given by the following equation [77]:

F = −1
2
∇
[
E2ρm

(
δε

δρm

)
T

]
(

δε
δρm

)
T

=
(ε− 1)(ε+ 2)

3ρm
(2.39)

where ρm is the mass density of the medium and the partial deriviative is the

Clausius-Mossotti relation.

As a result of this force, pressures will be greater within the region of liquid

contained within the beam (as illustrated in Figure 2.5). However the pressure

in the connecting tube, outside this region, will be unaffected by electrostriction,

and so electrostriction will have no effect on the flow of liquid between the two

droplets.

The electrostrictive effect will produce forces at the surface of a droplet

which are of the same order, or larger, than the forces we have used in our

calculations of the surface pressure using the Maxwell stress tensor. However,

the electrostrictive forces arise from a conservative potential, and for an incom-

pressible droplet they will have no effect on the droplet shape, even in the case

where there is a fluid outside the droplet (rather than a vacuum). Figure 2.5

helps to explain the reasoning behind this. Although an additional (inward)

pressure will be present on some regions of the droplet surface, that force is ex-
3Similar forces occur on solid objects, but they are balanced out by mechanical stresses in

the object [77].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Forces (black arrows) acting on a deformable oil droplet
(blue) in optical tweezers (beam represented schematically in yel-
low). (a) Minkowski force (as described by the Maxwell stress
tensor): the force acts on a dielectric surface where there is a
nonzero electromagnetic field, pulling the surface out. This results
in deformation of the droplet. (b) Electrostrictive force (Equa-
tion 2.39): the force acts on surface and at edges of beam within
the oil. This results in an increased oil pressure along the polar
axis of the droplet relative to the the pressure around its equator,
but this should not have any effect on the shape of the droplet
surface, since this increased pressure balances the electrostrictive
force on the surface. Note though that for a compressible droplet,
electrostriction would slightly decrease the overall volume of the
droplet.

actly balanced by an increase in the internal pressure of the equivalent regions

inside the droplet. The result of the electrostrictive effect is that the actual

pressure within the droplet is not uniform even when the droplet surface is in

equilibrium. There will be a higher pressure in regions where the laser intensity

is higher.

There will therefore be no effect due to electrostriction on the droplet shape

or on the flow of liquid from one droplet to another. Although a full descrip-

tion of the forces should include the electrostrictive effect, its omission will not
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introduce any error in the deformation calculation. There would in theory be

a slight modification to the reaction rate of any chemical reaction which takes

place within the droplets, but for liquid reagents this alteration would be neg-

ligible.

2.7 Motion

One very important application for the forces on a particular configuration

of particles is the calculation of the resultant particle trajectories over time.

The simplest approach is the Euler method which for a velocity v at time t

calculates the position r′ at time t + ∆t as r′ = r + v∆t. More efficient and

accurate methods such as the Runge-Kutta method exist [84, §16.1], but these

are intended for use with continuously differentiable functions, which makes

them poorly suited to treating random Brownian motion. We treat the system

as over-damped, and calculate the instantaneous velocity v using Stokes’ law:

v = f/Ds where the Stokes drag coefficient Ds for a sphere of radius a is

Ds = 6 × 10−3πa. The instantaneous force f is calculated by combining the

force due to the electromagnetic field with any forces due to electrostatic charges,

hydrodynamic interactions, gravity and Brownian motion (as required).

We will not discuss the details of the motion calculations here, since we have

used recognised techniques which are widely discussed in the relevant litera-

ture [24, 35, 85, 86]. We will simply summarize the two methods we have used

used.

The first method is for the treatment of Brownian motion. In some cases,

particularly for particles smaller than the wavelength of light and in the presence

of interference fringes [19, 20], the particles are moving in an optical “landscape”

consisting of a large number of weak potential minima. A model which does

not take Brownian motion into account will be unable to describe the evolution
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of such a system, because the simulated particles will simply become trapped

in a local minimum from which they will never escape, despite the fact that

they would in reality have enough thermal energy to escape from that potential

well. In order to simulate this situation we use the Euler method. As the

particles move under the influence of Brownian motion, the forces on them due

to their interaction with the light field will change. Qualitatively, once any one

particle has moved a distance which is at all comparable with the wavelength

of light then the light force on all the particles in the system is liable to change

significantly. Consequently, very short timesteps ∆t must be used in order to

meet this constraint and ensure physically realistic simulations. For simulations

of particles of the order of 500µm in diameter, it turns out that a timestep

∆t ∼ 10µm must be used, which makes such simulations very time-consuming.

The second method ignores Brownian motion, and uses a 4th-order Runge-

Kutta method with 5th-order error control to integrate the equation of motion

of the particle. This method is not ideal, since the system is a fairly stiff one,

but this proved to be the best-performing of the commonly-available techniques

that we evaluated.

In both cases, it is possible to approximate the hydrodynamic interactions

between multiple nearby particles. This effect can be significant when the par-

ticles are within a few radii of each other [24, 35, 86]. This is achieved by

multiplying the vector containing the particle velocities by a correction matrix

known as the Oseen tensor [35]. This same matrix can also be used to take into

account the correlations which will occur between the random Brownian motion

of nearby particles [85].

One positive aspect of the fact that multiple-particle Mie scattering models

are computationally hard to solve is that this means quite sophisticated addi-

tional calculations can be performed at each timestep without significant affect-
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ing the overall speed of the simulation. This means that these hydrodynamic

and electrostatic effects can be easily included in the model.
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2.A Special functions and physical quantities

2.A.1 Special functions

Pmn Associated Legendre polynomial

M̃(j)
mn(r, θ, φ)

Ñ(j)
mn(r, θ, φ)

} Normalized vector spherical wavefunctions

- defined below in (2.40)

π̃mn(cos θ)

τ̃mn(cos θ)

} Un-named normalized angular functions

- defined below in (2.41)

Jn Bessel function of the first kind, of order n

jn Spherical Bessel function of the first kind, of order n

nn Spherical Bessel function of the second kind, of order n

h
(1)
n = jn + i nn Spherical Hankel function of the first kind

2.A.2 Physical quantities and other symbols used

εext Permittivity of external medium

next =
√
εext Refractive index of external medium

ns Refractive index of a sphere

k Wavenumber of the laser in the external medium

a Radius of a sphere

w0 Gaussian beam waist radius

E Electric field vector

I = |E|2 Electric field intensity

H Magnetic field vector

2.A.3 Vector spherical wavefunctions

The vector spherical wavefunctions M̃(j)
mn and Ñ(j)

mn are defined as follows:
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M̃(j)
mn(r, θ, φ) = [iπ̃mn(cos θ)iθ − τ̃mn(cos θ)iφ] eimφz(j)

n (kr),

Ñ(j)
mn(r, θ, φ) =

n(n+ 1)
kr

√
2n+ 1

4π
(n−m)!
(n+m)!

Pmn (cos θ)eimφz(j)
n (kr)ir

+ [τ̃mn(cos θ)iθ + iπ̃mn(cos θ)iφ] eimφ
1
kr

d
d(kr)

(
(kr)z(j)

n (kr)
)
,

(2.40)

where π̃mn (cos θ) =

√
2n+ 1

4π
(n−m)!
(n+m)!

m

sin θ
Pmn (cos θ) ,

τ̃mn (cos θ) =

√
2n+ 1

4π
(n−m)!
(n+m)!

d

dθ
Pmn (cos θ) ,

z(1)
n (kr) = jn(kr),
z(3)
n (kr) = h(1)

n (kr). (2.41)

They have the property that they are mutually orthogonal when integrated
over a spherical surface:

µn =
∫
S

M̃(j)
mnM̃

(j)
m′n′dS = n(n+ 1)|zn|2δm,m′δn,n′ ,

νn =
∫
S

Ñ(j)
mnM̃

(j)
m′n′dS =

(
[n(n+ 1)]2

∣∣∣zn
kr

∣∣∣2
+ n(n+ 1)

∣∣∣∣ 1
kr

d
d(kr)

(kr zn)
∣∣∣∣) δm,m′δn,n′ ,∫

S

M̃(j)
mnÑ

(j)
m′n′dS = 0.

(2.42)

2.B Generation of translation and rotation ma-

trix coefficients

This appendix derives expressions for calculating the translation and rotation

matrix coefficients Amnml , Bmnml and Dm
kn which form the components of the matrix
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F in Equation 2.4 , which is used in transforming from a VSWF basis centred

on one position to one centred on a different position.

Equivalents to these expressions were derived and published by

Mackowski [51]. However as noted earlier, Mackowski’s expressions suffer from

combinatorial growth as a function of (n + m), and hence are unsuitable for

practical use with large spheres. Consequently we have modified Mackowski’s

recurrence relations so they can be applied to our normalized coefficients. We

emphasize that the original derivation of the equations given below was carried

out by Mackowski, but the derivation is repeated here with different normaliza-

tion of the coefficients. In addition, a number of minor errors in Mackowski’s

expressions are corrected.

To generate the rotation coefficients Dm
kn(α, β, γ) we start with the analytical

result [51, Equation 89]:

D0
kn =

√
(n+ k)!
(n− k)!

P−kn (cosβ), (2.43)

and then for a given k, n we can use the following recurrences to generate the
values for all m:

Dm+1
kn =

1√
(n+m+ 1)(n−m)

[
α
√

(n+ k)(n− k + 1)Dm
k−1,n

− β
√

(n− k)(n+ k − 1)Dm
k+1,n

−kγDm
kn] ,

Dm−1
kn =

1√
(n−m+ 1)(n+m)

[
−α
√

(n+ k)(n− k + 1)Dm
k−1,n

+ β
√

(n− k)(n+ k + 1)Dm
k+1,n

−kγDm
kn] . (2.44)

The translation coefficients Amnml and Bmnml are generated from the scalar
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translation coefficients Cmnml as follows:

Am,nm,l = kz

√
(l +m+ 1)(l −m+ 1)
(l + 1)2(2l + 1)(2l + 3)

Cm,nm,l+1

+ kz

√
(l +m)(l −m)

(l)2(2l − 1)(2l + 1)
Cm,nm,l−1

+ Cm,nm,l ,

Bm,nm,l =
imkz

l(l + 1)
Cm,nm,l . (2.45)

We start with the following seed values for the scalar translation coefficients:

C0,0
0,l = (2l + 1)hl(kz),

C0,n
0,0 = hn(kz). (2.46)

The following recurrences then yield the values for m = n and finally for arbi-

trary m:

C±n,n±n,l =

√
(2n+ 1)(l + n− 1)(l + n)

(2l + 1)(2n)(2l − 1)
C
±(n−1),(n−1)
±(n−1),l−1 ,

+

√
(2n+ 1)(l − n+ 1)(l − n+ 2)

(2l + 1)(2n)(2l + 3)
C
±(n−1),(n−1)
±(n−1),l+1 ,

Cm,nm,l =

√
(2n+ 1)(n−m− 1)(n+m− 1)

(2n− 3)(n+m)(n−m)
Cm,n−2
m,l

+

√
(2n+ 1)(2n− 1)(l +m)(l −m)
(2l + 1)(2l − 1)(n+m)(n−m)

Cm,n−1
m,l−1

−

√
(2n+ 1)(2n− 1)(l +m+ 1)(l −m+ 1)

(2l + 1)(2l + 3)(n+m)(n−m)
Cm,n−1
m,l+1 . (2.47)

As Mackowski points out, the recurrences for Cmnml do not contain any ref-

erence to the translation distance kz. The recurrences are entirely geometrical

relationships, and it is purely the initial seed values which determine the dis-
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tance of the translation.

The following recurrences can also be useful in reducing the amount of work

required in generating the coefficients:

C−m,l−m,n = (−1)l+nCm,nm,l ,

D−m−k,n = (−1)k+mDm
k,n. (2.48)

2.C Forces on a particle

2.C.1 Net force on a particle

Barton [55] derived an analytical result for the force on a sphere (Equation 2.35)

in terms of the VSWF coefficients. We state that result below, after re-normalizing

it to suit our normalized VSWF coefficients.
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Fx + iFy =− il(l + 2)

√
(l +m+ 2)(l +m+ 1)

(2l + 1)(2l + 3)

× (anmp∗n+1,m+1 + bnmq
∗
n+1,m+1

+ pnma
∗
n+1,m+1 + qnmb

∗
n+1,m+1

− 2anma∗n+1,m+1 − 2bnmb∗n+1,m+1)

− il(l + 2)

√
(l −m+ 1)(l −m+ 2)

(2l + 1)(2l + 3)

× (an+1,m−1p
∗
nm + bn+1,m−1q

∗
nm

+ pn+1,m−1a
∗
nm + qn+1,m−1b

∗
nm

− 2an+1,m−1a
∗
nm − 2bn+1,m−1b

∗
nm)

+
√

(l +m+ 1) ∗ (l −m)
× (anmq∗n,m+1 + bnmp

∗
n,m+1

+ qnma
∗
n,m+1 + pnmb

∗
n,m+1

− 2anmb∗n,m+1 − 2bnma∗n,m+1), (2.49)

Fz =Im

[
l(l + 2)

√
(l −m+ 1)(l +m+ 1)

(2l + 3)(2l + 1)

× (an+1,mpnm + bn+1,mqnm

+ pn+1,manm + qn+1,mbnm

− 2an+1,manm − 2bn+1,mbnm)
− im(anmqnm + bnmpnm

+ pnmbnm + qnmanm

− 2anmbnm − 2bnmanm)
]
. (2.50)

2.C.2 Pressure inside a liquid droplet

Equation 2.38 gives the pressure inside a spherical liquid droplet exposed to

a laser beam. This appendix gives our derivation for the analytical solution

to this integral in terms of the VSWF coefficients a, b, c, d, p and q defined in

Section 2.3 (for brevity we will condense amn to a, bmn to b etc.).

We start by expanding the integral in Equation 2.38 for the normal momen-

tum flux just outside and inside the droplet surface, (using the peak amplitudes
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of the fields, E and H):

F =
1

16π

∫
S

(
2εErE∗r − ε|E|2 + 2HrH

∗
r − |H|2) sin θdθdφ

)
. (2.51)

Substituting in the expansions for the incident, scattered and internal fields
we have:

16πFext
εext

= 2
∑
m,n

∫
S

(∣∣∣aN (3)
r − pN (1)

r

∣∣∣2) dS
+2
∑
m,n

∫
S

(∣∣∣bN (3)
r − qN (1)

r

∣∣∣2) dS
−
∑
m,n

∫
S

(∣∣∣aN(3) − bM(3) − pN(1) − qM(1)
∣∣∣2) dS

−
∑
m,n

∫
S

(∣∣∣bN(3) − aM(3) − qN(1) − pM(1)
∣∣∣2) dS

16πFint
εext

= 2
∑
m,n

∫
S

∣∣∣−dN (1)
r

∣∣∣2 dS
+2
∑
m,n

∫
S

∣∣∣−cN (1)
r

∣∣∣2 dS
−
∑
m,n

∫
S

∣∣∣−dN(1) − cM(1)
∣∣∣2 dS

−
∑
m,n

∫
S

∣∣∣−cN(1) − dM(1)
∣∣∣2 dS (2.52)

Exploiting the orthogonality and normalization of the VSWFs (Equation 2.42),

we can solve these integrals to obtain:

F = Fext − Fint

Fext =
∑
m,n

A33(aa∗ + bb∗) +A11(pp∗ + qq∗) +A13(ap∗ + pa∗ + bq∗ + qb∗)

Fint =
∑
m,n

B33(cc∗ + dd∗), (2.53)
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Figure 2.6: Flow diagram showing the procedure for determining
the field and forces for a given particle configuration. For the spec-
ified positions, the calculation is seeded with the incident field from
the laser, and the scattering for that field is calculated. This scat-
tering is then included in the incident field in the next round of the
iteration. When the iterative calculation has converged, the force
is calculated.

where:

Aij , Bij =

((
n(n+ 1)

α

)2

− n(n+ 1)

)
z(i)(α)z(j)(α)

−n(n+ 1)
(α)2

d

dα

(
αz(i)(α)

) d

dα

(
krz(j)(α)

)
(
α = kr for Aij , α = k′r for Bij ,

where k′is the wavenumber inside the sphere) . (2.54)

Thus we have eliminated the surface integrals, and the force is expressed in

terms of products of the field coefficients a, b etc. with parameters Aij , Bij that

depend only on the physical properties of the sphere.

2.D Implementation and optimization

The schematic process for calculating the field and force for a particular particle

and beam configuration is shown in Figure 2.6. This can then be used as the

building block within a dynamics simulation which models the evolution of that

system over time (Figure 2.7).

We implemented these algorithms from scratch in computer code. This was
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Figure 2.7: Flow diagram showing the simulation of particle mo-
tion as a function of time. The force is calculated for a static
configuration, as shown in Figure 2.6, and then the force for that
configuration is used to determine the instantaneous motion of the
particles, taking into account such effects as Brownian motion, the
Stokes drag force, and hydrodynamic interactions between nearby
particles if required.

a very considerable task, with the main challenges being the correct implemen-

tation of all the many mathematical equations involved, verification that the

output of the code is correct, and optimization of the code to ensure that it

runs fast enough to be able to perform time evolution simulations within a fea-

sible computation time. This issue of performance is an important one: a major

obstacle to being able to perform time evolution simulations of Mie scattering

models is the computing power required to carry out the calculations.

2.D.1 Geometric considerations

The rotational/translational decomposition of the translation matrices (described

in Section 2.5) means that an important factor determining the speed a problem

can be solved is the geometry of the problem. Selection of the right cartesian

axes for the problem can speed it up considerably.

In the case of a chain of particles (constrained to a 1D line) the particles

should be orientated along the z axis. That way the rotation matrices can be
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dispensed with entirely – all the translations which will be required are along

the z axis and no rotation is required in order to use the partially decoupled

formulation in Equation 2.31. With the axes fixed in this way by the orientation

of the particles, the propagation vector of the laser beam (defined relative to

the particle orientation) is also fixed. The formula for the beam coefficients may

simply permit this propagation vector to be used directly (e.g. for a plane wave,

where Equation 2.12 accepts an arbitrary propagation vector k). In other cases,

such as the Bessel beam formula in Section 2.4.4, the formula does not easily

lend itself to a change in orientation. It will nevertheless be considerably more

efficient to apply an appropriate rotation matrix to n spheres’ external fields,

to ensure the required orientation of the beam in the chosen coordinate system,

than it is to apply a rotation to n2/2 translation operations on every iteration

of the field.

This advantage of decoupling the VSWF coefficients of differing m is also of

enormous importance when solving the field by inversion (Section 2.5.2, [48]).

This allows the one huge equation system to be split into 2nmax + 1 inde-

pendent smaller systems, vastly reducing the computation time and memory

requirements for the algorithm.

In the case of particles constrained to a 2D surface (as may be specified when

modelling evanescent wave experiments), it is desirable to have the surface lie

in the x/y plane. In that case, every translation will include a rotation, but it

will always be a rotation by exactly 90°. Only that single rotation matrix needs

to be calculated, and the iterative process can also be considerably quicker:

the presence of data caches in modern computers mean that accessing a single

block of memory n2/2 times is considerably quicker than accessing n2/2 separate

blocks of memory.
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2.D.2 Code performance

The code is structured in a hierarchical manner which ensures very fast code for

the time-critical calculations (beam expansion, translation and force calculation)

while minimizing the programming effort required.

The lowest-level building block is based around a unit consisting of a pair

of complex numbers, which could for example represent the pair of VSWF co-

efficients {amn, bmn}. This is coded in the C++ language as a template, which

defines primitive arithmetic operations, such as addition, between these objects

in terms of highly efficient sequences of SSE3 assembly language instructions4.

Once this single object has been defined then all the code involving these com-

plex number pairs can be written in a high-level language, and the compiler will

automatically translate the code into this very fast underlying implementation.

The next level in the hierarchy is the implementation of the various linear

algebra equations representing operations such as translations. As can be seen

from Sections 2.2 and 2.5, these fundamental calculations can be represented as a

series of matrix operations. There are off-the-shelf packages for most computer

platforms and languages which can efficiently perform linear algebra calcula-

tions. However the matrices involved in our case are sparse (although there are

well-defined rules which define which matrix elements are empty and which are

not). One example of this is the condition on the indices k, m and n requiring

|k| ≤ n as well as |m| ≤ n. Unfortunately, this means that, if the code is to

perform effectively, then no off-the-shelf solution is appropriate, and appropri-

ate code must be written by hand. However once these building blocks have

been implemented, the higher-level code, which is not performance critical, can

in principle be written in any desired language. There is the option of choosing

a different language which prioritizes clarity and conciseness over performance
4Streaming SIMD Extensions 3, allowing several identical calculations to be carried out

simultaneously by the processor.
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considerations.

The highest level in the hierarchy is scheduling code which is designed to

divide the work up between multiple processors (on the level of individual ma-

trix operations or integrations), and even multiple computers (on the level of

separate field calculations5).

2.D.3 Computer platforms used

A number of different computer platforms were investigated and used for the

computer code. The main ones used were the following:

• Apple Macintosh iBook (2.2 GHz Core 2 Duo). This was the development

system, and was also easily capable of running moderate-length sequences

of field calculations.

• Cray XD1 (2×2.1GHz AMD Opteron, 6 nodes). This resource was avail-

able within the research group, and so quite a few simulations were run

on it, but its performance has since been surpassed by more modern plat-

forms.

• Apple Macintosh Mac Pro (8×3GHz Intel Xeon). This was invaluable for

long dynamics simulations, as demonstrated in the performance compari-

son given later.

• Sony Playstation 3 (PS3). This low-cost system based on the Cell Broad-

band Engine is remarkably powerful, but requires considerable platform-

specific expertise and coding effort, as well as suffering from memory lim-

itations. The memory limitations mean that it is only suited to problems

with a small value of nmax (without considerable additional programming
5The considerable quantity of data which must be exchanged between particles in a single

field calculation generally precludes dividing an individual field calculation up between mul-
tiple computers, although such a calculation scales well across multiple processors in a single
computer
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effort), but for problems such as that in Chapter 3 it excels. This is

discussed in more detail below.

Figure 2.8a-c summarise the relative performance of the different computing

platforms used. As described in the figure, the Mac Pro considerably out-

performs the iBook and Cray platforms, and the code I have written is slightly

more efficient for problems with larger numbers of spheres on the Mac Pro

platform. As Figure 2.8c shows, the PS3 is actually about 50% faster than the

Mac Pro when dealing with a dense configuration of 40 small spheres, despite

being one fifth of the purchase cost. This advantage could probably be further

improved if more time was invested in improving the platform-specific code

required by the PS3.

For some applications, then, it would be an excellent investment to buy a

number of PS3s, but since there is sufficient general-purpose computing resource

available within the group, we did not tend to use the PS3 a great deal since

it does require some time to be expended in hand-tailoring the code to the

platform.

Finally, Figure 2.8d compares our code to the Fortran code written by Yu-

Lin Xu [87, 88], which to our knowledge is the only publicly-available code with

capabilities comparable to ours. It can be seen than even when our own code is

limited to a single thread of execution for the purposes of the comparison6, our

own code is 35 and 70 times faster than Xu’s for the two examples shown.

6This causes our code to run at reduced speed, but provides a fairer comparison since the
Fortran code can only make use of a single processor core; multiple cores can best be exploited
by running several completely independent calculations in parallel.
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Figure 2.8: Performance comparison on various computing plat-
forms (shorter is better). The categories indicate the number of
particles in the configuration; “sparse” refers to a configuration
with a chain of particles 10 radii apart, and “dense” to a 2D
arrangement of particles around 2.5 radii apart; “micro” refers
to micron-sized particles (nmax = 45) and “nano” to sub-micron
particles (nmax = 12).
(a) shows the time taken to generate the required translation
matrices and (b) the time taken for the iterative field calculation
to converge. A general trend can be seen where the Mac Pro is
(unsurprisingly) the fastest7.

7It is interesting to note that in contrast to the other platforms the Mac Pro takes less
time to calculate the matrices for 40 small particles than it does for 5 large particles, which is
indicative that the large number of small calculations scales well to the 8 available processor
cores, whereas the scaling is less good for a smaller number of larger calculations. Recent
advances in operating system technologies have considerable potential for addressing this
issue if a little time could be devoted to updating our computer code [89].
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Figure 2.9: Performance comparison on two different computing
platforms, and comparison with existing publicly-available code
(shorter is better). The categories indicate the number of parti-
cles in the configuration; “sparse” refers to a configuration with
a chain of particles 10 radii apart, and “dense” to a 2D arrange-
ment of particles around 2.5 radii apart; “micro” refers to micron-
sized particles (nmax = 45) and “nano” to sub-micron particles
(nmax = 12).
(a) compares the performance of the PS3 and the Mac Pro for
nmax = 12 (the PS3 code is unable to handle the larger spheres).
Note also that the PS3 only performs a single-precision (reduced
accuracy) calculation. The comparison shows that the PS3 is faster
than the Mac Pro despite its considerably lower specification (and
cost).
(b) compares the performance of our code to that of Xu’s Fortran
code [87, 88] for two of the cases shown in Figure 2.8. Our code can
be seen to be around 70 times faster for the case of 5 large spheres,
and around 35 times faster for the case of 40 small spheres.
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2.D.4 Testing

Because of the scale of the computer code developed for the Mie calculations, it

was important to be able to verify the correctness of its results, and to have a

self-testing suite which can be run at regular intervals to check that core function

has not accidentally been broken by enhancements to the code. The self-test

process tested the building blocks of the calculation against more general (but

slower) calculations, verified that conditions such as the boundary conditions

on dielectric boundaries were satisfied, and that consistent results are output

when an identical problem is formulated in different orientations relative to the

coordinate axes. It also verified results against a range of published results in

the literature [13, 22, 55, 90].

In the literature there was a significant gap in terms of quantitative results

for counter-propagating beam traps in water, which was a considerable cause

for concern since this is one of the main configurations we are interested in. In

an attempt to address that issue, we implemented a primitive finite difference

time domain (FDTD) simulation [91]. Although extremely slow, this method

has the advantage of being entirely independent from Mie scattering from a

methodological point of view, and therefore provides a very good source of data

for comparison. In recent years, a number of groups have now published results

from Mie scattering and related calculations [24, 37, 54], which our code agrees

with.



Chapter 3

Evanescent wave trapping

“...the totality is not, as it were, a mere heap, but the whole is

something besides the parts...” Aristotle, Metaphysics, Book 8.

3.1 Introduction

This chapter considers the behaviour of microparticles in an evanescent wave

trap. The effects of evanescent waves on microparticles was first investigated by

Kawata and Sugiura in [92]. They found that particles were held on or close to

the totally-internally-reflecting surface, and were transported along the surface

by the transfer of momentum due to their scattered light1. This situation, with a

single beam and single particle, attracted some theoretical interest, particularly

in terms of the question of the interaction between the sphere and the surface [93,

90, 79] – a difficult question which has still not entirely been resolved.

1In the case of ideal total internal reflection from a planar interface, there is no energy or
momentum transfer across the interface. However the presence of a particle on the far side
of the interface alters the boundary conditions, leading to frustrated total internal reflection
and hence momentum transfer to the particle. See Section 3.2 for further discussion
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Subsequently, interest has been extended to the trapping of particles in a

counter-propagating evanescent field, where the momentum of the opposing

beams cancels out, allowing stable trapping in two dimensions at the inter-

face. An interesting effect was noted [21, 94, 95] whereby a single particle may

be trapped on bright interference fringes or at the nodes between interference

fringes, depending on the particle radius. This general effect in fact applies

equally to any beam, and is not restricted to evanescent waves2.

Applications of evanescent wave trapping include particle transport and sort-

ing [8, 22]. As is noted in those papers, optical binding interactions between

nearby particles can have significant effects on the observed effects. This can be

particularly prominent due to the broad size of the trapping/transporting beam,

which means that particles some distance apart are illuminated with mutually

coherent light, giving rise to the interference effects familiar in optical binding.

This is in contrast to “optical tweezers” experiments where each particle is gen-

erally trapped using a separate laser, or using “time sharing” techniques. Here

there will not be interference between the light scattered by each particle, and

any optical binding effects will be very weak.

A number of groups have taken an interest in the optical binding of small

microparticles in an evanescent wave trap, notably Bain, Mellor et al. [19, 20]

at Durham, Zemanek et al. [22, 97] in the Czech Republic, and Ritchie et al.

at Oxford. Impressive experimental results have been reported involving two-

dimensional “crystal” structures. Examples of these are shown in Figure 3.1.

The effects observed included a range of different regular sphere packing struc-

tures, based on a range of hexagonal and “chessboard” lattices, and more com-

plex structures with inhomogeneous spacings (as shown in Figure 3.1c). Full

details of the experimental setup and the investigations carried out can be found
2Lekner considered the case of counter-propagating plane waves [96], although there do

appear to be errors in the quantitative values quoted in that paper.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Examples of “crystal” structures of optically bound
particles from [20] (Mellor et al.). (a) shows 520nm polystyrene
particles in two parallel-polarized beams, and (b) shows the same
particles after the polarization of one beam is rotated through 90°.
(c) shows a close-up of a “broken hex” structure where alternate
fringes are occupied. (All images from Mellor et al. [20])

in [19, 20].

The theoretical simulations and graphs that appear in this chapter were all

calculated using our Mie scattering model described in Chapter 2.

This chapter contains numerical simulation and interpretation of these ex-

periments. We give theoretical explanations for the formation of chains and two-

dimensional clusters in an evanescent wave trap, and make some experimentally-

verifiable predictions of unexpected aspects to this behaviour. We find that in

many cases the formation of regular “crystal” structures is due to the inter-

play between optical and collisional interactions between the trapped particles.

The experimental results reported in this chapter were obtained by a number of

different groups (attributions are given in the figure captions). The numerical

results and theoretical interpretations are all our own. Some of the content of

this chapter has been published in [21].
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We will briefly describe the experimental setup in the next section, before

discussing the behaviour of single particles in a coherent counter-propagating

evanescent wave trap (Section 3.3), and then extending this to one- and two-

dimensional clusters (Sections 3.5 and 3.6), and comparing the simulation results

with the experimental results. The wide range of potential further investigation

is outlined in Section 3.7. Various novel applications of GLMT to evanescent

wave traps are contained in the Appendices to this chapter.

3.2 Evanescent wave trap

As described in Section 2.4.3, when a plane (or near-plane) wave encounters a

planar dielectric boundary, approaching from the medium with higher refractive

index, it may be totally internally reflected at the boundary. All the incident

power is reflected at the interface, and a short-range evanescent field develops

on the far side of the interface. In this ideal case, there is no energy flow across

the boundary. However, if a particle is present on the other side of the boundary

then this disturbs the symmetry of the interface. The particle can scatter light

into the medium containing the evanescent field, in an effect similar to frustrated

total internal reflection [98, p1200]. This scattering effect means that the field

can exert forces on the particle just as it would in a non-evanescent situation.

A particle in the evanescent field of a single beam will be pushed along the

boundary in a direction parallel to the propagation direction of the incident

field [92]. In order to achieve stable trapping, two counter-propagating beams

are required [20, 19] so that the net lateral force on a particle is zero. The ex-

perimental setup used is shown in Figure 3.2. A single laser beam is reflected at

the surface of a prism (beyond the critical angle), and this beam is then retro-

reflected so as to provide the counter-propagating beam. Polystyrene particles

between 200nm and 800nm in diameter are introduced into the water above
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Figure 3.2: Diagram (from [20]) of the experimental setup of
a counter-propagating evanescent wave trap. A loosely-focused
Gaussian beam is totally internally reflected at a silica-water inter-
face on the surface of a prism. The reflected beam is retro-reflected
by a mirror to provide the counter-propagating beam. This results
in a region of order 50µm in diameter where there is an evanescent
wave structure generated in the water at the surface of the prism.
Within this region, particles are trapped and can interact with each
other through the electromagnetic field.
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the prism surface, and interact with the light field and with each other. The

particles are imaged from above using a microscope objective. The experimen-

tal parameters, which were used in the simulations discussed throughout this

chapter, are listed in Table 3.1.

There are two main electromagnetic forces acting on the particles. Firstly,

each individual particle will interact with the background evanescent light field.

The nature of this interaction will depend on the relative polarizations of the

two evanescent waves. If the two beams can be considered as incoherent then

the only effect will be a weak gradient force which draws a particle into the

centre of the beam, where the evanescent field intensity is highest. This is also

approximately the case where the beams are orthogonally polarized, in which

case there is little interference between the two beams. Conversely if the beams

have the same polarization then there will be a standing wave generated by the

interference of the two beams. This will form fringes with periods of the order of

half the wavelength of the laser light. In this situation the dominant effect on an

isolated particle is its interaction with these fringes. This interaction contains

a number of interesting subtleties, and is discussed in the next section.

The second interaction is that between multiple nearby particles in the

evanescent trap. As in any optical trap, the particles will interact with each

others’ mutually scattered light, in a way which may differ considerably from

the behaviour of isolated particles. This interaction is discussed later in this

chapter.

3.3 Single particles in evanescent fields

The behaviour of a single particle in the presence of interference fringes has

previously been considered by Ng and Chan [95] in a GLMT calculation like our

own, as well as by Siler et al. [94]. It is interesting to consider the behaviour as a
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Figure 3.3: The top graph shows the force acting on a single particle
placed halfway between a bright and dark fringe, as a function of
size parameter ka. A positive force indicates that the particle is
attracted to the bright fringe. Two lines are shown for different
polarization states. The first crossover occurs at ka = 1.985. For
full parameters used, see Table 3.1. It can be seen that for a range
of values of ka the force is negative and and therefore attracted to
darker regions. The “crossover” sizes (where the particles switch
from being attracted to light to dark) are indicated numerically on
the graph. The lower two plots show simulated images showing
how the interference fringes are distorted by the particle and that
the particle sits on a bright fringe when small (a) and on a dark
fringe when larger (b). The white circles indicate the particle size
and location, and the sizes for (a) and (b) are indicated on the
graph.
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Parameter Value Comment
Vacuum wavelength 1064nm Nd:YAG laser
Laser beam power 300mW
Focal spot radius 8µm
Substrate refractive index 1.45 Silica prism
External refractive index 1.32 Particles in water
Critical angle 65.6°
Angle of incidence 67°
Particle refractive index 1.57 Polystyrene

Table 3.1: Parameters used in the calculations in this chapter. In
addition we refer to the particle radius a and the size parameter
ka where k is the laser wavenumber in water.

function of particle size. Because of the strong modulation of the evanescent field

intensity on scales smaller than a wavelength (in the case of parallel-polarized

counter-propagating fields), the particle will interact strongly with the field

through the gradient force3. Figure 3.3 shows the interaction of a single particle

with the interference fringes. It can be seen that a Rayleigh particle (a particle

much smaller than the wavelength of light) will be attracted to a region of

highest intensity – in other words to a fringe maximum.

For larger particles, the situation is a little more complex. The Born ap-

proximation assumes that a particle does not significantly modify the field by

its presence, which is a reasonable assumption in the case of a particle whose

refractive index is close to that of the surrounding medium, even in the case of

relatively large particles. Under the Born approximation, the behaviour of the

particle can be determined by considering the background intensity integrated

over the volume of the particle. Alternatively, a full Mie scattering calculation

can be performed for the particle (whether or not the Born approximation is

satisfied) but, as discussed in Appendix 3.A, the Born approximation can still

be useful in analysing the behaviour.

Figure 3.3 shows the results of such a Mie scattering simulation and shows
3The gradient potential and associated force are discussed in Section 2.6.2.
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the force on a single particle in a set of interference fringes as a function of

particle size parameter ka. When the electric field of the laser is in the trapping

plane, this is designated “S” polarization. Similarly “P” polarization is when

the polarization is parallel to the plane of incidence. The plot shows that a

single, small particle is attracted to bright fringes. At larger radii the particle’s

centre can instead be attracted to a dark region between fringes.

For a particle whose refractive index is close to that of the surrounding

medium, this can also be understood through a gradient potential argument

in the Born approximation. For some sizes of particle, the integrated intensity

within the volume of the sphere is maximized when the particle is centred on

the dark fringe between two bright fringes [94], because two fringes are fairly

well covered by the particle, instead of one fringe being very well covered (see

Figure 3.3). We designate the radius at which the behaviour first switches from

light-seeking to dark-seeking as the “crossover radius”.

The distribution of the background electromagnetic field will of course vary

as a function of the angle of incidence of the beam. As this angle is increased

beyond the critical angle, the evanescent decay length of the field will decrease,

and the period of the fringes will also decrease. One might then expect that the

combination of these two effects would alter the crossover radius for a particle.

Intriguingly, it turns out that these two effects exactly cancel each other out,

such that the crossover radius is exactly the same regardless of the angle of in-

cidence in the substrate. This completely unexpected result is discussed further

in Appendix 3.A

3.4 Long-range nature of optical binding

At this point it is worth discussing a feature of optical binding which is critical

to the effects seen in this chapter. Optical binding is a long-range interaction,
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where the force between two scatterers decreases in inverse proportion to the

distance between them (f ∼ 1/r). This is in contrast to most physical effects (for

example an electrostatic or gravitational interaction), which decrease following

an inverse square law. This fact was highlighted and derived in [12], but theirs

was a mathematical derivation which does not give much physical insight into

the reasons behind the long-range nature of the interaction. Here we give a

slightly less rigourous explanation, but one which reveals the physical origin of

the long-range force.

Consider the scattered wave from a single particle. The amplitude of this

wave decays as 1/r and hence its intensity decays as 1/r2. The gradient force

on a second particle lying outside the illuminating beam is proportional to the

gradient of intensity, and will therefore be proportional to 1/d3, where d is the

distance between the two particles.

If, on the other hand, a second particle is also inside the illuminating beam,

the scattered light interferes with the background laser light, forming fringes.

A simple example of this is shown in Figure 3.4. The fringe amplitude varies as

1± α/r (where α is a measure of the level of scattering by the particle). Thus

their intensity varies as

(1± α/r)2 ∼ 1± 2α/r, (3.1)

where we have for now made the approximation that the scattered field is a

small perturbation to the laser field. Since the gradient force is proportional to

intensity, we find that in addition to the effect of the external beam there is a

force acting on the second particle whose strength varies as 1/d. Although the

figure compares examples of tightly-focused optical tweezers and a more loosely

focused Gaussian beam, this simple argument applies to any broad, coherent

beam illuminating multiple particles simultaneously.

A consequence of this is that, even for a one-dimensional chain, the magni-
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Scattered Field 1/d

Force 1/d3

Scattered Field 1/d

Force ~ 1±1/d

(a) Optical binding scaling

(b) Interference of scattered wave and laser field

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic showing how the scattered intensity of
light from a single particle (left) in a beam depends on 1/r, and
therefore the gradient force on the second particle outside the beam
depends on 1/d3 for particle separation d. When both particles are
exposed to the laser field (right), the modulation in the force scales
with 1/d. (b) Simulation showing the field intensity distribution
caused by interference of a scattered wave from a particle with the
evanescent field of a single laser beam propagating left to right,
showing the production of interference fringes which lead to optical
binding.
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tude of the forces on the central particle can grow indefinitely (logarithmically)

with the length of the chain. To show this we will now extend our argument to

consider a chain of 2n+ 1 particles, with an inter-particle spacing d chosen such

that for a particle i at position id the scattered waves from every other particle

are in phase. For large n the strength of the forces on the central particle will

scale as

|F | ∼ 1 +
n∑
i=1

2α
id
∼ 1 +

2α (lnn+ γ)
d

, (3.2)

where γ = 0.5772... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant [64, Equation 6.1.3]. The

force is a logarithmically-increasing function of n.

This is in contrast to an electrostatic interaction between particles of charge

q (and its associated inverse square law) which would asymptotically approach

a constant value at large n. For large n the strength of the forces on the central

particle will converge to a constant value:

|F | = 1
4πε0

n∑
i=1

q2

(id)2
∼ 1

4πε0
π2q2

6d2
. (3.3)

Thus (as might intuitively be expected) in this case the effects of distant particles

are negligible and the force converges to a constant value at large n.

Returning to the gradient force, for a two-dimensional cluster the strength

of the forces will grow in proportion to the radius of the cluster. This is an

important result which is central to many-particle optical binding, and has a

number of consequences:

• The asymptotic behaviour of a large cluster of spheres cannot be easily

predicted by extrapolating the behaviour of smaller clusters of spheres.

• The shape of the surface of a cluster of particles can have a strong effect

on the forces on particles at the core of the cluster.
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• As the number of particles in a cluster grows, the influence of the back-

ground field will become proportionally weaker until the structure of the

cluster is almost entirely determined by the inter-particle interactions, ir-

respective of the background field distribution.

3.5 Anomalous behaviour of chains

Next we will consider the force on a particle within a chain of particles parallel

to the interference fringes, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. In this case we find

that the behaviour can be completely different from that of individual particles.

Various particle radii were investigated, exposed to both S and P polarization

states. The results are summarized in Figure 3.6, which shows the force acting

on the central particle in a chain halfway between a fringe maximum and a fringe

minimum (in analogy to Figure 3.3). From this we determine whether the chain

is attracted to a bright or dark fringe and the strength of that attraction.

It can be seen that in P-polarized light a large chain of particles is attracted

to bright fringes despite the fact that a single particle is attracted to dark fringes.

The force acting on an individual particle in the chain grows with the size of the

chain. Figure 3.7 shows the scattering behaviour in various situations, which

leads to field distributions such as that shown in Figure 3.5 when P-polarized

light is used, and explains the different behaviour for S and P-polarized light.

There is competition between the external optical landscape of the fringes,

which in this case attracts an individual particle towards dark regions, and the

scattering behaviour of the ensemble of particles which tends to attract the

ensemble towards bright fringes. The force due to the interference fringes is

smallest close to the “crossover radius”, and hence a chain of only 3 particles

of radius 260nm is able to overcome the influence of the “landscape” and settle

on a bright fringe. For 280nm particles, a chain of 13 particles is required to
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Examples of chains of particles along the fringe direc-
tion. (a) is shown without scattered light, for clarity. (b) shows how
the fringe pattern can be modified by the presence of the spheres.
(c) Frames from a Brownian motion simulation which demonstrates
the switch in fringe affinity for 265nm radius particles as more par-
ticles are manually added to the system. The particles are free
to move in three dimensions in this simulation. When the fourth
particle is added to the simulation, the particles switch from being
attracted to dark fringes to being attracted to light fringes. In this
case the random Brownian motion of the particles has led to two
particles going left and two particles going right.
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Figure 3.6: Lateral force acting on the central particle of a chain of
particles as a function of number of spheres in the chain. The chain
is in longitudinal equilibrium, but has been constrained to a lateral
position halfway between a light and a dark fringe in order to show
its light- or dark-seeking behaviour. The forces are shown for both
S and P laser polarizations for spheres of radius 260nm, and for P
polarization for spheres of radius 280nm. A positive force indicates
that the particle is attracted to the bright fringe, and a negative
force a dark fringe. For full parameters used, see Table 3.1.

overcome the increased force of the background landscape.

Figure 3.8 compares our numerical results with the prediction of Equa-

tion 3.1. This supports our description of optical binding as a long-range inter-

action scaling with 1/r, but shows that the picture is complicated by multiple

scattering: optical binding has become the dominant influence on the optical

landscape, and the perturbation approach taken earlier is no longer entirely ap-

propriate. Nevertheless, the first-order approach can offer some strong insights

into the complex nonlinear behaviour of the system.

3.6 2D clusters and comparison with experiment

We are able to reproduce the “broken hex” structure shown in Figure 3.1(c) in

numerical experiments, along with the initially surprising conclusion that the

particles are located close to fringe maxima, despite being of a radius where a
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Scattered field intensity in the trapping plane for a
particle with ka = 2.5. The intensity is displayed on a logarithmic
scale. (a) P-polarized beams and particle on a dark fringe. There is
no scattering in the direction of the fringes when a particle lies on
a dark fringe. (b) P-polarized beams and particle on a light fringe.
A particle situated on a bright fringe formed by P-polarized light
scatters relatively strongly in the direction of the fringes. This
scattering enhances the intensity of the fringe that the particle lies
on, which makes it more energetically favourable for other particles
to be situated on that same fringe. (c) S-polarized beams and
particle on a light fringe. There is very weak far-field scattering in
the direction of the fringes (a dipole scatterer will not scatter in a
direction parallel to the electric field polarization).
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Figure 3.8: Lateral force acting on the central of (2i+ 1) particles.
Equation 3.2 predicted a logarithmic relationship, but this is not
seen for the full solution. If we consider just the first-order scattered
field though (see Section 2.5.1), the relationship is clear.
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Figure 3.9: Screenshot from a full Brownian motion simulation of
a “broken hex” structure of trapped spheres. The particles are
located close to fringe maxima, despite being of a radius where
a single particle would be attracted to a fringe minimum. The
Brownian motion simulation confirmed the meta-stability of this
cluster structure.

single particle would be attracted to a fringe minimum4. Figure 3.9 shows a

Brownian motion simulation of such a structure. Investigation using Brownian

motion simulations has revealed the origin of these structures:

• A chain of particles orientated parallel with an interference fringe will po-

sition itself on a fringe maximum, for the reasons discussed in Section 3.5.

• The particles are of a physical size such that they cannot occupy every

adjacent interference fringe.

• In the case of counter-propagating evanescent plane waves, there is only

very weak interaction between particles on nearby fringes, and the chains

on individual fringes tend to wander apart through random Brownian

motion, physical collisions and any electrostatic repulsion which may be

present. However, if a broad trapping potential is introduced, caused by

the broad intensity variation of a loosely-focused Gaussian beam reflected

at the interface, then there is a force which pushes individual chains to-

wards the centre of the trap. The net result is that the lowest-energy

configuration sees one fringe in three left vacant, as shown in the experi-
4This finding was the inspiration for the work on one-dimensional chains of particles dis-

cussed in Section 3.5.
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mental and numerical video frames.

This investigation has revealed that in this close-packed environment it is

important to consider interactions other than the light-mediated inter-particle

forces – in particular, Brownian motion and electrostatic repulsion. Unfortu-

nately this presents a significant challenge for modeling of the system, since the

modeling of Brownian motion demands very small timesteps to be used in the

simulation, and physical contact between spheres is difficult to model and makes

calculation of the electromagnetic field more difficult.

A further illustration of the importance of interactions other than optical

binding is given by an experiment performed by Bain et al. [20] where the po-

larization of both beams was changed from P to S. This alters the vector com-

ponents of the evanescent field, and leads to a change in cluster structure. Al-

though the effect is far better illustrated in a video, Figure 3.10 shows the shape

of the cluster before and after the switch. With P polarization the particles are

not in contact, and their equilibrium spacing is determined by light-mediated

forces. Because they assume an inter-particle spacing which minimizes their

energy (gradient potential), the result is a strong enhancement of the light in-

tensity within and around the particles, making this a relatively strongly-bound

configuration. We observed that the video shows that the particles are bound

strongly enough that there is very little Brownian motion of the individual par-

ticles, although there is some bulk motion of the entire cluster. In contrast, with

S polarization the particles are in contact with each other. The inter-particle

spacing is determined by physical contact, rather than by the light-mediated

forces. Thus there is no particular enhancement of the intensity in and around

the particles through constructive interference, and the light forces are relatively

weak. Consequently the video shows considerable Brownian motion of individ-

ual particles around the perimeter of the cluster, since the constituents of the
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Figure 3.10: Particle cluster formed with interfering P-polarized
evanescent waves (left) and after polarization is changed to S
(right). The cluster collapses in the vertical direction until the
particles are in contact with each other. This is a spacing deter-
mined by physical contact between spheres, rather than by light-
mediated forces. Consequently, there is not strong optical binding
in this configuration, and the particles on the edges of the cluster
are significantly more mobile under Brownian motion. (Bain et al.,
private communication)

cluster are bound together much less strongly.

3.7 Conclusions and further work

In this chapter we have considered optical binding of clusters in an evanescent

wave trap. We have found that:

• The behaviour of a chain of particles can be completely different from the

behaviour of an isolated particle.

• Two-dimensional structures such as the “broken hex” structure are repro-

duced in numerical simulations, which make unexpected predictions about

the location of the particles relative to the interference fringes – an effect

which could be tested in future experiments.

• The nature of the forces on an isolated particle does not depend on the

angle of incidence in the substrate material.

• In general, the forms of particle clusters in an evanescent trap are deter-

mined by a combination of optical binding effects and physical collisions
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between spheres.

There is considerably more experimental and theoretical work which could

be carried out on evanescent wave trapping. Examples which deserve further

attention include:

• Further investigation of the dependence of the particle clustering on the

properties of the particles (such as refractive index and diameter) and

on the properties of the beams (such as their polarization). It would be

interesting to reach more general conclusions on the relative importance

of optical binding and physical collisions between particles in determining

the cluster shapes.

• Modeling of the experimental results obtained by Grant Ritchie’s group

in Oxford (see Figure 3.11). In their experiment, particles of two different

radii were mixed together, and they tended to form combined structures

reminiscent of diagrams of bi-atomic molecules such as oxygen, which

they dubbed “photonic oxygen”. Here it seems to be preferred for larger

spheres to cap a chain of smaller spheres, with any further small spheres

being strongly repelled from the ends of the capped chain.

• Experimental demonstration of whether particles are trapped on fringe

maxima or fringe minima. This should in theory be possible by looking

at the angular dependence of the light scattered by an individual particle

and/or a cluster of particles. However preliminary investigations by Pavel

Zemanek’s group suggest that this is far from easy in a noisy experimental

environment.

• Modeling of the trapping of gold nanoparticles. This is something that

Colin Bain’s group have investigated. They observed quasi-stable, but

apparently random, configurations which were stable for a few seconds
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before there was very rapid motion of all the particles, leading to a new

quasi-stable configuration. It would be interesting to investigate this with

our computer model, and to establish whether this quasi-stable behaviour

is caused by optical binding, or whether it may have other origins such as

mode-hopping within the laser.

• Further investigation of the lack of angular dependency in evanescent wave

trapping (see Appendix 3.A).

• It would be very interesting to consider the effects of scattering from the

substrate on the behaviour of trapped particles: this may well be very im-

portant in the case of multiple particles. This is discussed in Appendix 3.B.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.11: Experimental video of “photonic oxygen” formation
(G. Ritchie et al., University of Oxford, private communication).
Frames at approximately 250ms intervals. Particles of two different
diameters are mixed in the trap. The smaller particles form chains
of touching particles (parallel with the direction of propagation
of the trapping beams; frame a), but it seems to be energetically
favourable for the chains to be capped by larger particles (frames
e-f). If this occurs, any additional small particles on the end of the
chains are violently repelled from the vicinity of the chain (frames
b-d).
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3.A Beyond the critical angle

In the simulations discussed in this chapter, the angle of incidence has generally

been close to the critical angle. It is natural to wonder how behaviour such as

the light- or dark-seeking behaviour of a single particle (as shown in Figure 3.3)

changes as the angle of incidence of the beam (and hence the characteristics of

the evanescent field) vary. As the angle of incidence increases, the fringe spacing

decreases, which would be expected to decrease the values of the “crossover

radii”. However, the decay length of the evanescent field will also decrease. This

means that for a sphere lying on top of the prism, the intensity is greater close to

the bottom of the sphere, where the sphere is narrower. Qualitatively this should

lead to an increase in the crossover radius since the “effective size” of the sphere

is smaller in that area of highest intensity closest to the interface. Fascinatingly,

we found via simulation that this crossover radius is completely unaffected by

the angle of incidence. We therefore attempted to prove this hypothesis: in the

Born approximation the crossover radius for a particle is independent of the

angle of incidence. This hypothesis has interesting implications for evanescent

wave trapping, Although we have not achieved a full proof of the result, there

is overwhelming evidence that it holds. In this Appendix we will outline our

attempted route to the proof.

The electric field of the evanescent wave has the following form:

E = e−βzeiukx (3.4)

where u = cos(θk) = ns
next

sin(θi) defines the complex analogue of the angle of

transmission for an evanescent wave produced by a wave incident at angle θi,

and β = k
√
u2 − 1. In the Born approximation we can calculate the gradient

potential of a particle of radius a in counter-propagating S-polarized evanescent
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fields using the following integral (see Equation 2.36):

Ugrad = −ε0
4

(nint − next)
∫
V

2|Ecp|2dV

Ecp =
1
2
e−βz(eiukx + e−iukx) (3.5)

The integral is evaluated over the volume of the sphere, whose centre lies at

z = a such that the sphere is sitting on the interface.

In order to simplify the analysis, we will take out a leading factor of e−2βa.

This acts as a scaling factor which modifies the potential as a function of the

sphere radius. It is easier, however, to take this factor out and perform the

integral around the origin; and as we will see later, with this factor removed

the remaining integral (which represents a sphere whose centre is at a fixed z

coordinate regardless of its radius a) is independent of θi. If we do this, evaluate

|Ecp|2, and write x and z in polar coordinates, we have a new potential without

this leading factor:

U ′grad =

2π∫
0

π∫
0

a∫
0

e−2
√
u2−1kr cos θcos(kru sin θ cosφ)r2 sin θdrdθdφ (3.6)

If we can show that this potential U ′grad is independent of u for the crossover

radii, then we will have shown that the crossover radius is independent of the

angle of incidence. In fact, we will attempt to prove the more general result that

U ′grad is independent of u for any radius. This is equivalent to saying that, aside

from the leading exponential factor of e−2βa, the interaction of any sphere with

the evanescent field is independent of the angle of incidence. The advantage of

tackling this more general result is that we can eliminate the radial integral: as

long as we know the condition holds in the limit of small radius, a → 0, then

all we need to prove is that ∂U ′grad
∂a is independent of u, in other words that the
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following 2D integral:

I =

2π∫
0

π∫
0

e−2
√
u2−1kr cos θcos(kru sin θ cosφ) sin θdθdφ (3.7)

is independent of u for all r. We can solve the integral with respect to φ:

I = 2π

π∫
0

e−2
√
u2−1kr cos θJ0(2krcos(kru sin θ)) sin θdθ. (3.8)

It does not appear to be possible to solve this integral analytically; certainly

the software package Mathematica is unable to do so. It may still be possible,

however, to show that the result is independent of u for all r, by expanding

the exponential and Bessel function as a Taylor series, and treating individual

powers of u and θ. As yet, we have not been successful with this, but it is

possible to show to many decimal places that for a range of sample values of

u and r the result of this single integral is independent of u. There is thus

overwhelmingly strong evidence that this intriguing result is true, even if we

have not yet been able to prove this analytically.

3.B Force on a sphere on a substrate

In all the models discussed in this chapter, we have assumed that the effects of

the substrate/water interface can be ignored. We have treated the particles as

confined to the plane z = a (where a is the particle radius), but we have sur-

rounded them by a uniform external medium (the water) without any reference

to the interface. For the case of a single particle, this assumption was supported

by ray-optics investigations carried out in [93]. Light reflected by the boundary

which is then incident again on the sphere will be reflected at acute angles,

where there is a relatively weak Fresnel reflection coefficient. Consequently, this
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light will have little effect on the field scattered by the sphere, or on the force on

the sphere. There may however be significant effects on the far-field scattering

pattern produced by the combined sphere/interface system.

In the case of multiple particles, it is less clear that this assumption holds.

Light scattered by one sphere can be reflected by the interface and then be

incident on a different sphere. In such cases, the angle of reflection at the

boundary may be very oblique, in which case there will be a relatively strong

Fresnel reflection from the boundary, and this reflected light cannot be ignored

in a full treatment of the system. It is possible that this is one of the reasons

that it has been difficult to demonstrate good agreement between simulation

and experiment for some evanescent trapping experiments involving multiple

particles.

Unfortunately, it is far from trivial to include the effects of the substrate in

a Mie scattering calculation. Fundamentally, this is because GLMT is designed

to be mathematically suited to spherical symmetry, which the interface does not

possess. A number of authors have calculated the light scattering by a single

particle on a substrate [99, 100, 101]. Their various approaches to this problem

all involve the numerical calculation of a number of complicated integrals5.

However, we again emphasize that calculating the force on a sphere on a

substrate is not the same as calculating its far-field scattering pattern: to calcu-

late the far-field scattering we must consider all light scattered from the sphere

and then re-scattered from the surface. This means that the scattered light is

coming from a region of sources which is effectively of infinite extent (all points

on the plane of the interface). Conversely, in order to calculate the force on

the sphere we only need to consider light scattered from the interface which is

then incident again on the sphere. Thus the region of sources which we need to
5For a perfectly-reflecting boundary, a technique analogous to the method of image charges

in electrostatics can be used. However for a dielectric boundary this approach cannot be used.
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consider is relatively compact (of the order of twice the size of the sphere), and

all we need for the force calculation is to know the actual external field on the

surface of our sphere.

What we have is effectively a multiple scattering problem between the sub-

strate and the sphere, analogous to the problem with two spheres. Indeed, with

a little care we can consider the substrate as the limit of an infinitely large

sphere, which allows the problem to be treated within the framework of GLMT.

The simple problem of two touching spheres of different radii exposed to an

external field aext is described by Equation 2.23 (but for the two particle case).

This is not quite what we need here, though. If we used that equation, we

would include the non-physical effect of the background field being scattered

by a large sphere which represents the substrate, whereas in fact the external

(evanescent) field has already considered that interaction, which has given rise

to the evanescent field in the first place. However, we do need to correctly con-

sider the interaction of the scattered light from sphere (1) with the surface of

the “substrate” sphere (2). These requirements can be met if (from an order-of-

scattering viewpoint) we arrange that sphere (2) does not “see” the zero-order

field, but only the higher-order scattered fields. This results in the following

matrix equation:

a(1)

a(2)

 =

a(1)
ext

0

+

 0 F21

F12 0


s(1)

s(2)

 (3.9)

which differs from Equation 2.23 only by the absence of the a(2)
ext term. By solving

this equation system we can arrive at a very simple result: a modification to

the scattering matrix T for sphere (1). If this problem was solved for the full

scattered field {s(1), s(2)} by a naive inversion (as in Section 2.5.2), we would

require an inordinately large value of nmax to describe the field at sphere (2),
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but clever algebraic manipulation can avoid this requirement, exploiting the fact

that we do not actually directly require s(2), and describing each element of the

new T matrix in terms of an infinite sum. Although these infinite sums must

be truncated at a relatively large value of nmax, we only require this for the

relatively small number of terms in the single-sphere T matrix, which keeps the

calculation tractable.

There is no reason this approach cannot be extended to scattering between

multiple spheres, where it would be much more useful (since this is where sub-

strate effects are expected to be most significant, due to higher angles of inci-

dence with the substrate). The aim would be to modify the translation matrix

Fij between two spheres i and j, expressing each element in it as an infinite

sum in the same way as the modification to the single-sphere T matrix6. This

would be computationally fairly difficult to calculate, and its performance would

have to be compared to the integral approaches taken by other authors. It is

very possible that this approach would be computationally faster, though, and

it would certainly be easier to implement correctly in computer code, since it

requires only a very slight modification to the existing GLMT approach. While

such an approach is unlikely to be fast enough for use in a time-evolution sim-

ulation, it could be used to investigate individual cases and establish whether

such effects cause significant modification to the binding behaviour or not.

6Note that due to the reduction in symmetry caused by the presence of the substrate, the
rotational decomposition approach would no longer be appropriate, and the matrix would
connect all eigenvalues anm with all other ones.



Chapter 4

Counter-propagating

Gaussian beam traps

“Currently, no theory has explained fully the occurrence of inho-

mogeneous particle spacing, both for a particle number dependency

and a dependence on inter-array particle positions... and the spon-

taneous onset of oscillations observed in the dual beam trap” [24].

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will use numerical results from our Mie scattering model

described in Chapter 2, as well as from a simpler heuristic model, to build up

a detailed understanding of the mechanisms which lead to optical binding of a

one-dimensional chain of trapped particles in a counter-propagating Gaussian

beam trap. Section 4.4 discusses this on-axis trapping behaviour.

We will also discuss experimental observations of self-sustaining circulation

94
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within an optical trap, which in this case is not caused by beam misalignment

but arises spontaneously from the physics of the optical binding interaction,

despite the rotational symmetry of the perfectly-aligned Gaussian beam trap.

The particles move in and out of the common beam axis as they circulate,

in a driven harmonic motion. We will show that this type of behaviour is

predicted by our rigorous Mie scattering model outlined in Chapter 2, and we

will give a physical explanation for both static and dynamic off-axis trapped

states. Section 4.5 discusses these off-axis trapping phenomena.

The dual-beam trap was possibly the first configuration in which 1D opti-

cally bound chains were observed [14, 15]. The inter-particle spacing decreases

as the number of particles in the trap increases, and a slight anisotropy is ob-

served in the chain whereby the inter-particle spacing towards the centre of the

chain is smaller than the spacing at the edges of the chain [24, Fig. 5]. Any

comprehensive model of the optical interaction must be able to explain these

results. As we discussed in Chapter 1, and as pointed out in [24], up until now

no model has been able to achieve this.

We will show that despite the apparent similarities between the trapped

chains in a counter-propagating beam trap and the trapped chains in counter-

propagating Bessel beams [37], the binding mechanism is entirely different for

a Gaussian beam trap, and is dominated by “radiation pressure” effects (the

scattering force [78]). Now that it is clear that Mie scattering models can ac-

curately reproduce experimental results first reported nearly seven years ago,

the challenge is to interpret those results in easily-understood terms, and to

distill out the key mechanisms “hidden” within the complex model in order to

develop a conceptual understanding of why optical binding and chain forma-

tion occurs. We will explain how the trapped particles modify the beam shape

to support stable chains of particles with non-uniform inter-particle spacings,
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whose spacing decreases as the number of particles in the trap increases.

4.2 Gaussian beam trap

Our experiment involves a trap formed from two orthogonally-polarized counter-

propagating Gaussian beams of vacuum wavelength 1064 nm, focused using a

pair of 50 mm focal length lenses to a beam waist radius of around 3 µm, with

the beam foci around 180 µm apart along their common axis. This is an exper-

imental configuration which is commonly referred to as a “counter-propagating

optical trap” or “dual-beam trap” [14, 15, 24, 40]. A schematic diagram of the

simple experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1, and a close-up schematic of

the trapping region is shown in Figure 4.2. This low numerical aperture config-

uration contrasts with single-beam, high numerical aperture “optical tweezers”

systems. The latter is almost exclusively used for trapping and manipulation

of a single particle per beam, whereas “optical binding” of multiple particles is

normally studied using low numerical aperture systems like the one we discuss

here [11, 13, 17, 37, 74].

The most familiar form of trapping in such a trap involves the formation of

a chain of trapped particles, which can appear at first glance to be uniformly

spaced, but on closer inspection tends to display slight non-uniformities. An

example of a chain of trapped particles is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3 Optical binding concepts, and modeling

When light is incident on a particle, the particle scatters the light, producing

a secondary field which radiates in all directions. An important question to be

asked is: what governs the spacing of the particles – the forward-scattered field

or the back-scattered field? As has been observed by numerous authors [37,
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Nd:YAG laser

Beam telescope
Mirror

Beamsplitter

Filters

Focusing lenses

Cuvette

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup
for a simple counter-propagating beam trap. A Gaussian beam is
expanded and collimated, before being split into two beams which
converge in a counter-propagating geometry.

y

z

Trapped particles

Counter-propagating Gaussian beams

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram showing the detail of the trapping
region of a counter-propagating beam trap. Two low numerical
aperture Gaussian beams are focused to points a few hundred mi-
crons apart, with a common beam axis (the z axis). Microparticles
are trapped in the region between the two focal points, traditionally
forming a chain along the common beam axis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

10 µm

Figure 4.3: Examples of stationary trapped particle chains of vari-
ous lengths in our counter-propagating Gaussian beam trap. Here
the particles are backlit with white light. Note that the particles
are spaced closer together when the trapped chain is longer, and
that particles at the centre of each chain are slightly closer together
than particles at the edges of that chain.

40, 54], in the case of particles larger than the wavelength of the laser light,

the interference of back-scattered light with the incident forward-propagating

beam leads to a very large number of nearby trapped configurations, separated

by either half a wavelength. In the Gaussian beam trapping geometry we are

considering here, the typical particle spacings are considerably larger than the

wavelength of the laser [14] (and indeed the particles may be several wavelengths

in diameter). Consequently this binding mechanism, which is most significant

for particles up to about half a wavelength in diameter, has little effect on the

large-scale behavior of the trapped chains, which is determined largely by the

forward-scattered light.

Because of this important distinction between the effects of forward- and

back-scattering, all the models discussed in this chapter will explicitly treat

the two incoherent counter-propagating beams separately: it is important that

effects due to forward-scattering of one beam can be separated from back-
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scattering effects due to the other beam if the mechanisms are to be under-

stood. We described a technique for “disabling” back-scattering in a theoretical

calculation in Section 2.5.1.

4.4 Chain formation in Gaussian beam traps

4.4.1 Two particles

In order to understand the binding mechanisms, consider first the intensity

distribution downstream of a single 1.0 µm diameter particle illuminated by a

single plane wave (Nd:YAG laser wavelength 806 nm in water; size parameter

∼ 3.9). The dominant effect is a “focusing” of the light (in the limit of large

particles we can consider the particle as a spherical lens within the framework

of ray optics). Consider now the force on a second particle placed in this field.

This is plotted in Figure 4.4, which shows how two particles are stably bound in

a Gaussian beam trap, but are not stably bound in counter-propagating plane

waves. We can see that the force due to the light focused by the first particle

causes the two particles to be repelled in the case of counter-propagating plane

waves (Figure 4.4c). When we consider counter-propagating Gaussian beams

(Figure 4.4d), through symmetry there is no net force on the centre of mass of

the particle pair, and the beams provide a broad background harmonic trapping

potential. The particles will stabilize with a spacing which is largely determined

by the balance of the repulsive force between the two particles and the harmonic

trapping potential of the trap (Figure 4.4d), as suggested in [14]. We emphasize

that although we refer to a “focusing” of the light, we are far from the ray-optics

regime, and it is not appropriate to use a ray-optics formula for the focal length,

or to suggest that one particle will be bound “at the focus” formed by the other

particle.
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Figure 4.4: Force on a 1 µm particle (size parameter ∼ 3.9) in a
two particle system, as a function of inter-particle spacing. This
and subsequent graphs in this chapter were calculated using the
theoretical model developed in Chapter 2. (a) Force on the down-
stream (right-hand) one of a pair of such particles illuminated with
a single right-going plane wave; (b) as (a) but for a 25mW Gaus-
sian beam; (c) repulsive force between the pair of particles when
two counter-propagating plane waves are used; (d) two counter-
propagating Gaussian beams, showing the stable spacing of ∼ 8
µm. Note the modulation due to backscattered light, which has
little effect on the general trend of the binding behavior. The broad
harmonic potential introduced by the use of Gaussian beams has
altered curve (c) to give curve (d), which is outwardly similar but
which has a stable inter-particle spacing at around 7µm (marked
with an arrow).
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If we just consider the effects of a single beam, then in this experimental

setup the contribution of the gradient force turns out to be only a small fraction

of the total force on a particle. However, remember that with two counter-

propagating beams a large part of the force exerted by one beam is balanced

by the force due to the other beam. With some experimental parameters the

contribution of the gradient force to the net force on a particle due to the two

beams together can be non-negligible. Thus it is not really possible to state

that either the gradient force or the scattering force will dominate under all

circumstances, and the dominance will also to depend on the particle size.

4.4.2 Three or more particles

A more interesting case than the two-particle case is to consider is that of a

larger number N of trapped particles (indexed i = 1 to N), for which we intend

to explain the three main properties of the particle chains:

• The fall in inter-particle spacing with N .

• The anisotropic particle spacing within the chain, with a smaller particle

spacing near the middle of the chain.

• For some experimental parameters, chains are only supported up to a

certain number of particles, beyond which the chains collapse.

There are a number of statements we can make about the behavior of the chains,

based on symmetry considerations, with little or no assumptions on the nature

of the inter-particle interactions:

1. Since the arrangement of the beams (two incoherent beams

counter-propagating along the z axis) is symmetric about the z = 0 plane,

the force on particle i due to one beam is equal and opposite to the force

on particle N − i + 1 due to the other counter-propagating beam. This
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is true for any symmetric arrangement of particles, whether or not this is

an equilibrium configuration. If f+
i (or f−i ) is the force on particle i due

to the beam propagating in the +z (or −z) direction, then f+
i = f−N−i+1.

2. In addition, in equilibrium, there must be a net force of zero on each

particle when the forces from the two beams are added together (i.e. f+
i =

f−i ), since by definition there must be no particle motion in equilibrium.

Combining this with the previous requirement, we have f+
i = f+

N−i+1. In

other words, the forces on the particles in the chain due to each individual

beam must be symmetric about the centre of the chain.

In addition to the above, we will make a number of simplifying hypotheses about

the interaction mechanism between the particles. The following hypotheses have

been observed to be approximately true in numerical experiments:

3. The particle spacings are determined by forward -scattering. As noted at

the start of Section 4.3, this is a reasonable assumption for particles larger

than the wavelength of light.

4. The force on a given particle i is a function of the light intensity I(i)
0 which

would be found be at that point in the absence of that given particle (the

Born approximation; see figure 4.5).

5. The profile of the on-axis scattered intensity downstream of a given par-

ticle i has the form I
(i)
0 × I(z− zi), where I(z− zi) is a fixed downstream

intensity profile which applies to any particle at any position. Conse-

quently, the force on particle i+ 1 has the form I
(i)
0 ×F (z− zi) for a fixed

downstream force profile F (z−zi) (per unit incident intensity). Although

the downstream force profile F (z−zi) is a function of the intensity profile

I(z− zi) (and its derivatives), the two are not necessarily proportional. If

they were, that would be equivalent to stating that scattering forces dom-
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inate over gradient forces. We do not make that assumption in our model,

though. As mentioned earlier, we find in practice that, while for some

particle sizes the scattering force dominates overwhelmingly, the gradient

force can also be significant in some cases.

These statements are already enough to explain why the inter-particle spacing

at all points in the chain will decrease if an additional particle is added onto

either end of the chain. The justification for this is as follows. The force

pushing inwards on what is now particle 2 in the chain has been increased (it

was previously just the force due to the unperturbed laser beam; it is now

enhanced by the additional light focused onto it by particle 1). Assuming there

are some losses along the length of the chain, then the force pushing outwards

on what is now the last-but-one particle in the chain will also increase, but

by a smaller amount. Hence whenever additional particles are added to the

chain, the inner ones will be pushed inwards, and so the inter-particle spacing

between any given pair of particles in the chain will decrease. Equilibrium is

then restored because the closer inter-particle spacing enhances the transmission

efficiency, thereby further increasing the repulsive force on the last particle in

the chain.

In order to explain the non-uniform particle spacing, we propose a simple

ansatz model for the force fi as a function of zi and zi−1, as follows:

fi(zi, zi−1) = e−
zi−zi−1

α × fi−1 + (βI0 − γzi) (4.1)

Here the first term represents assumption 5 (with the exponential decay provid-

ing a simple but not necessarily physically precise representation of the down-

stream force profile F referred to in assumption 5), and the second term rep-

resents a background intensity due to the laser field, which is decreasing with

distance from the beam waist (for tunable parameters α, β and γ which depend
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Figure 4.5: A simple Born approximation model uses the intensity
of a right-going Gaussian beam in the absence of particle 3 (whose
location is indicated with an arrow in (c)) to determine the force
f3 on that particle. (a) shows the field for 3 particles exposed to a
single Gaussian beam; (b) shows the field in the absence of particle
3 and (c) plots this field (all data in this figure was generated using
a full Mie scattering model).
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Figure 4.6: Example of how the force (arbitrary units) on parti-
cle i in a chain of 8 particles due only to the right-going beam
varies along the chain if the inter-particle spacing is constant. Mie
scattering model (red, unbroken line) and our simple ansatz model
(green, dotted line). Both plots show similar trends; neither is sym-
metric with respect to the centre of the chain. This means that,
when both beams are considered, there will not be a net force of
zero on a given particle, and so for this imposed uniform spacing
the system will not be in equilibrium .

on such things as the beam shape and the particle properties). We emphasize

that the functional form of fi, and its parameters, have simply been selected em-

pirically to give a reasonable approximation to the observed inter-particle force.

If a closer agreement with the Mie scattering model was desired, a “hybrid”

model could be used, in which fi is actually determined from the inter-particle

forces for a pair of particles in a plane wave, calculated using Mie scattering

theory. However, we have instead chosen to keep our model as elementary as

possible.

4.4.3 Model evaluation

Having made these assumptions, we can test the predictions of this very simple

model against the definitive calculations of a rigorous Mie scattering model,

and against established experimental observations. Figure 4.6 illustrates how

this model predicts the force to vary along a chain of particles with a constant

inter-particle spacing, and an example of how the forces calculated from a Mie
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Figure 4.7: Example of how a force profile like those in Figure 4.6
(arbitrary units) can be made symmetric by altering inter-particle
spacings. Now, in contrast to Figure 4.6, when both beams are
considered there will be a net force of zero on each particle, and so
the system will be in equilibrium.

scattering model vary along a similar chain with constant particle spacing. It

can be seen from this plot that requirement 2 (a symmetric force profile) is not

satisfied in either model: in the example shown, where the particles are spaced

wider than their equilibrium position, the central particles in the chain feel the

strongest overall compressive force and will move closer together the fastest.

This then modifies the profile of the force plot, making it more symmetric.

Conversely if the particles are all spaced closer than their equilibrium position

then the strongest repulsive force will act on the end particles on the chain,

again leading to a final configuration with non-uniform inter-particle spacings.

The natural next step is therefore to allow the particle spacings to vary along

the length of the chain in our model, as they would do in real life in response

to this repulsive force. As Figure 4.7 shows, this approach allows a symmetric

force profile to be produced, and leading to stable trapping of the chain with

these slightly non-equilibrium spacings.

The first few particles in the chain act to focus the laser field onto the next

particle in the chain, and hence initially the force rises sharply with particle
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index i. Particles towards the middle of the chain can be thought of as acting

more like a (very inefficient) waveguide where the intensity is propagated from

one particle to the next with some losses, which are compensated for by the

re-focusing of additional background light. The intensity (and force) then drops

again towards the end of the chain due to the increased particle spacings.

Finally, Figure 4.8 shows how a chain above a critical length can collapse.

The figure shows how the forces on the end particles in a short chain vary with

inter-particle spacing for a particular set of experimental parameters (different

to those used earlier, and carefully selected so the collapse occurs at an unusually

short chain length). In this case a two-particle chain is supported, but if a third

particle is added the chain will collapse until the spheres are in contact (an effect

mentioned in [15]). As pointed out earlier, the compressive force on the first

particle in the chain is greater if the chain has more particles in it (since that

first particle is closer to the beam waist). We argued earlier that this would

cause the inter-particle spacing to fall until the inter-particle repulsive force was

increased enough for the two forces to balance. However, for the particular

parameters in this figure, at short inter-particle spacings there is in fact an

attractive force between neighboring particles, and so the three-particle chain

collapses once the compressive forces have pushed the particles close enough to

enter this regime. Our implicit assumption that the inter-particle light forces

are repulsive (it was assumed that radiation pressure will dominate) has broken

down; near-field gradient force effects have come into play, producing a net

attractive force between the spheres at close ranges. There is no repulsive force

to support the chain, and it collapses.
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Figure 4.8: Collapse of a longer chain, where a shorter chain would
be stable. Parameters have been selected to give an extreme case
where a two-particle chain is stable but a three-particle chain is
not (parameters as [15], but with 1.9 µm diameter spheres). The
curves “1 of 2” and “2 of 2” show the forces due to the right-going
beam for the particles in a two-particle chain. Since the force on
the second particle is greater than the force on the first particle
over a range of around 5-12 µm inter-particle spacing, there is a
stable trapped configuration with an inter-particle spacing of about
12 µm (indicated with an arrow) when net effect of both beams is
considered. The curves “1 of 3” and “3 of 3” show the same forces
on the end particles of a three-particle chain. Since there is no
spacing for which the force on the third particle is greater than
the force on the first particle, the chain will collapse. Even though
there is some enhancement of the force on the third particle over
what it would be in the absence of the other particles, this is not
enough to overcome the compressive force due to the effect of the
beam on the first particle.
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4.5 Off-axis trapped states

Figure 4.9 shows a series of frames from a video of particles circulating in our

optical trap. 3.0 µm diameter silica beads are suspended in heavy water in the

trapping region. It can be seen that the beads are circulating within the trap,

with a period of approximately 10 seconds. The images are a composite of both

a backlit white-light transmission image of the particles, and direct imaging of

the laser light scattered from the particles (the imaged scattered light is slightly

offset relative to the white light image due to chromatic aberrations in the

optics and coherent scattering effects from the microspheres). The white light

illumination is purely to aid with the viewing of the particles, and is nowhere

near intense enough to affect the inter-particle interactions. It can be seen from

the change in brightness of the scattered light that the particles are on the beam

axis as they move to the right, but are on the edge of the Gaussian beam, where

they are exposed to a weaker light intensity as they move to the left.

In nearly all experimental and theoretical papers published on optical bind-

ing, the particles are confined to the beam axes [14, 15, 16, 18, 40], leading to the

one-dimensional problem we have considered in Section 4.4. In Ref. [24], circu-

lating modes were reported, but these were caused by a deliberate misalignment

of the trapping beams.

In this section we will discuss the physical mechanisms behind the off-axis

trapping behaviour we have observed. We have reproduced behaviour similar

to that shown in Figure 4.9 using our Mie scattering model, as we will see later

in Figure 4.16, but we will begin by considering Mie scattering calculations for

smaller numbers of particles in order to understand the mechanisms underlying

this behaviour.
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(a)
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Figure 4.9: Video frames from an experiment showing off-axis cir-
culation of particles in an aligned Gaussian beam trap, taken over
a 10 second period. The red line indicates the approximate posi-
tion of the beam axis. Frames a-b show the chain moving right,
on the beam axis, c-d show the chain moving left, approximately
4 µm below the beam axis on the screen, and e-f show the chain
moving right again, on the beam axis (all 6 frames have the same
field of view). When on the beam axis the particles are exposed to
a higher beam intensity, the particles move faster and scatter the
light more strongly (the directly scattered laser light in the image
is slightly offset due to chromatic aberrations in the optics and co-
herent scattering effects from the microspheres). The position of
the beam axes was determined to under 1 µm by observation of
the trajectories of isolated particles exposed to a single beam at a
time. Similarly, the beam alignment in the x direction (into the
page) was determined to within 2 µm based on the change in focus
of the particle images as a function of x coordinate (but, as implied
by the results in [24], we would not expect misalignment along the
x axis to lead to circulation in the yz plane anyway).
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4.5.1 Lateral forces on two trapped particles

We modelled a counter-propagating beam trap like that described in Section 4.2

but containing only two particles. Figure 4.10a plots the lateral force on the first

of the two particles and Figure 4.10b the force on the second of the particles, in

both cases just considering the effects of right-going of the two trapping beams,

when both particles are slightly offset from the beam axis. Because, under

the experimental parameters for those plots, the particles interact with the

field largely through forward scattering (as discussed in [74]), the first particle

behaves very similarly to how an isolated single particle would behave in the

trap. Through the gradient force, it is pulled back onto the beam axis from

its initial small offset. In contrast, the graph shows that the second particle is

pulled further off axis by the focusing effects of the first particle on the field.

As shown in the intensity map in Figure 4.11, the “plume” of light focused by

the first particle is angled slightly off-axis due to the diverging nature of the

incident beam at this point and the lens-like behaviour of the sphere. Through

the same gradient force, this causes the second particle to be pulled further off

axis.

When the effects of both counter-propagating beams are considered, there is

a range of inter-particle spacings, for which the lateral (y) force (which through

symmetry is the same for both particles) acts to repel the particles from the

beam axis. In the case of Figure 4.10c this range is between 6 and 19 µm.

For this range of inter-particle spacings the particles are in a state of unstable

equilibrium on the beam axis, and a small perturbation (due for example to

Brownian motion) will be amplified and cause the particles to move away from

the beam axis. However, Figure 4.10d shows the z force (force parallel to the

beam axes) as a function of inter-particle spacing, demonstrating that in this

particular scenario, when the particles are at their equilibrium separation in the
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Figure 4.10: Forces acting on a pair of trapped 3 µm diameter
silica particles as a function of particle spacing ∆z along the z
axis. The particles are very slightly offset from the beam axis
(by approximately 10 nm). Positive forces represent repulsion. If
we first just consider the rightgoing beam, particle A is drawn
on axis (a), but B is pushed off axis for a large range of particle
spacings (b). When the effects of both beams are considered (c),
both particles are pushed off axis for z spacings between 6 and 19
µm. In this case that range does not coincide with the equilibrium
particle spacing in z (d).

5 µm

Figure 4.11: Field intensity around a single off-axis particle, show-
ing the “plume” of light focused by the particle (in this case a 3
µm diameter silica sphere). Due to the diverging nature of the
beam, this is angled slightly off-axis, and so a second particle will
be drawn even further away from the axis through the gradient
force.
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z direction the particles are stably trapped on the beam axis, as is conventionally

the case in optical trapping, and stable off-axis trapping does not occur in this

two-particle case.

4.5.2 Lateral forces on three particles

In the previous section we found a lack of coincidence between y repulsion and

the equilibrium spacing in z. This applies over all the parameter space we have

explored for two particles, and there is a reason for that. As stated earlier, the

y repulsion relies on the bright “focal plume” of one particle drawing the other

particle off axis. However it is this same bright focal plume which acts to repel

the particles in z, pushing them apart to a greater equilibrium spacing [74].

However, if we introduce more particles into the trap, the particles are forced

closer together [14, 24, 74], and it is possible for the y repulsion mechanism to

act at the equilibrium chain spacing. Figure 4.12 shows the force on a chain of

three trapped particles, for which the net y force on the chain will act to push

it off axis.

Figure 4.13a shows the trajectory of three particles which are initially po-

sitioned very close to the beam axis. It can be seen that the particles settle

into a stable trapped configuration away from the beam axis (arrows represent

stable particle positions). The state has not recovered from the tiny initial per-

turbation, but has switched from its initial unstable equilibrium on axis to a

completely different state which does not conform to the symmetry of the trap.

Figure 4.13b shows a similar trajectory, but for particles with a slightly

higher refractive index, which causes them to interact more strongly with the

beams. The particles are pushed off axis as before, but instead of settling into

an entirely stationary condition, their trajectory stabilizes into a closed orbit.

Such limit cycle behaviour was previously reported by Ng et al. [13] for clusters
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Figure 4.12: Forces acting on three trapped 3 µm diameter silica
particles (labeled A, B and C from left to right) as a function
of particle spacing in z, At the equilibrium inter-particle spacing
(determined from curve (c)), the end particles feel very little lateral
force (a), but the central particle is pushed off axis (b). The net
result is that the three particle chain is pushed off axis.

of particles trapped in the plane perpendicular to coherent counter-propagating

plane waves, but in our experiment the motion is in a plane parallel to the beam,

and does not conform to the symmetry of the trap. We emphasize that the

particles are in a heavily overdamped regime in which free harmonic oscillation

cannot be supported. It is the continual input of energy into the system by the

trapping beams which drives this harmonic motion.

As the refractive index is increased still further, the scale of the limit cycles

grows, until a macroscopic circulation within the trap develops (as shown in

Figure 4.13c. The particles circulate in a figure-of-eight pattern around the

trap. This motion cannot be described in terms of particles moving subject

to a single conservative potential – indeed in the over-damped case, sustained

motion cannot occur in such a model – but we can describe the competing

effects which give rise to the macroscopic circulation. A general feature of the

motion is that movement in the y direction, perpendicular to the beam axis, is
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Figure 4.13: Simulated trajectories of three 1.9 µm diameter silica
particles in the trap (refractive index of surrounding medium is
1.35). The particles start close to the beam axis at the start of the
simulation. In the top plot, they are rapidly pushed off-axis and
then stabilize at the positions marked by the arrows. The particles
are stationary, but are positioned away from the beam axis rather
than being trapped on axis in accordance with the symmetry of the
trap. In the middle plot, where the particles have a slightly larger
refractive index, the particles attain similar positions but are not
completely stationary. They follow small oscillatory trajectories.
In the bottom plot, where the refractive indices are still higher, the
particles eventually stabilize into a wide-ranging closed trajectories
in which they circulate around the trap indefinitely. If alternatively
the particles are positioned at a small negative y coordinate, in-
stead of a small positive one as shown in these figures, then the
resultant trajectories are, as expected, identical mirror images of
those shown here, reflected in the z axis.
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much more rapid than movement in the z direction, parallel to the beam axis.

Broadly speaking, this is because there is a strong gradient to the laser field

in the y direction, leading to strong gradient forces in that direction. The net

forces in the z direction are weaker because the force due to each of the two

beams act in opposing directions, and it is only the difference between those

forces (of similar magnitude to each other) that leads to motion of the particles

in the z direction (see [74] for further discussion).

If the particles begin in the centre of the trap, on the beam axis, then as

we have seen they will be repelled from the beam axis (in response to a small

initial perturbation from the unstable on-axis position, caused by Brownian

motion), stabilizing at some radius away from the axis. For sufficiently large

particle size and refractive index, though, this configuration is in turn unstable

in z. If one of the end particles is perturbed slightly away from the centre of

the chain, that motion will be amplified, and the centre of mass of the chain

will move in the direction of that initial perturbation. Thus the chain moves

away from the z = 0 position. This motion continues until such a point as

the inter-particle spacings and the position of the particles relative to the beam

waists has changed enough that our analysis of Figure 4.12, which assumes the

centre of mass of the particles is at z = 0, no longer applies, and the particles

are no longer repelled from the beam axis. This means that the particles are

rapidly pulled back on axis by the gradient force, at which point they are pushed

back towards the centre of the trap (z = 0) by the imbalance of the radiation

pressure experienced from the two beams. The process then repeats and the

cycle continues.

Figure 4.14 shows simulated results giving the range of particle diameters

and refractive indices for which on- and off-axis trapping is possible for three

particles. That plot does not indicate how probable it is that these states will
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Figure 4.14: Simulation results showing the range of parameters
for which off-axis trapping is seen for three particles. The lightly
shaded region indicates stationary off-axis trapping. For all particle
sizes investigated (between 1 and 5 µm in diameter) it is possible to
see off-axis trapping if the refractive index is selected appropriately.
In the range of diameters 2 to 3.5 µm, dynamic off-axis states are
seen (the heavily shaded region). Below the red line, stationary
on-axis trapping is supported, and it can be seen that there is a
region of bistability where both on- and off-axis stationary trapping
is supported (the red line overlaps with the lightly shaded region).
The data in this plot was generated for a beam waist diameter
of 5 µm, and beam foci 180 µm apart. The results shown ignore
Brownian motion; for sufficiently weak beam powers its effects will
be to reduce the extent of the various trapping regimes.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results showing what happens when three
equally-spaced particles are placed at positions (y,-z), (y,0) and
(y,z) and then allowed to move under the effects of the trapping
beams. The particles are 3 µm in diameter and the refractive index
ratio between the particles and the surrounding medium is approx-
imately 1.044 (which can be achieved by immersing silica particles
in a weak sucrose solution). The beam parameters are the same
as in Figure 4.14. Starting positions in region (1) end up in the
on-axis trapping configuration indicated by a cross (z=22.4 µm).
Starting positions in the shaded region (2) end up in the station-
ary off-axis trapping configuration indicated by a cross (y=4.7 µm,
z=20.4 µm). The system in fact supports a second, closer on-axis
trapped state, which particles starting in region (3) will end up
in. If alternatively the refractive index ratio is increased to 1.05
then, over the whole range of initial positions shown in the plot, the
particles will end up in a circulating off-axis trapped configuration.
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be produced by the natural “wandering” of particles into the trapping region

one by one. Figure 4.15 gives an indication of the stability of a stationary off-

axis trapped state, showing the range of starting positions which end up in the

off-axis state.

In the results we have shown up to now the circulation has been shown

in the yz plane, but it might appear that there is no preferred orientation

of the plane of circulation (for example circulation could equally well occur

in the xz plane depending on the initial conditions. In a real experiment a

preferred direction tends to be introduced by residual convection currents in

the surrounding liquid. It is for this reason that the circulation in Figure 4.9

takes place in the plane of the video screen. Even in a numerical simulation,

without any convective effects, it turns out that there is a slightly preferred

direction introduced by the polarization of the beams: although circulation will

begin in a plane determined by the initial conditions, in the absence of external

influences the plane of circulation will gradually rotate over around ten periods

of oscillation until the plane is perpendicular to the polarization of the beams.

The description we have given in this section explains the physical mecha-

nisms behind the circulating modes in the trap, where for ease of understanding

we have chosen the simplest case of three trapped particles. We note that pa-

rameters such as the particle properties and the beam waist size were carefully

selected to display this symmetry breaking (repulsion from the beam axis) in

a short three particle chain. For the majority of parameters, the effect is not

strong enough to repel the three particles from the beam axis. However, as

larger numbers of particles join the chain, the repulsion is enhanced because

the particles are pushed closer together as more of them are confined within the

fixed trapping region (see [14, 42] for experimental results and [74] for a theo-

retical discussion of this effect), and a critical point will be reached at which the
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symmetry of the trapped state can be broken. In the case of our experiment

this occurred for chains of between 7 and 10 particles (as illustrated in the video

frames shown in Figure 4.9).

4.5.3 Larger numbers of particles

Finally, to demonstrate that our theoretical model can be extended to larger

numbers of particles, Figure 4.16 shows a simulation of 7 trapped polystyrene

particles exhibiting circulation around the trap. As described in the figure cap-

tion, this simulation shows some interesting features which are very reminiscent

of the experimental results reported in [14]. In the experiments we have per-

formed (an example of which was shown in Figure 4.9) it is difficult to be certain

whether we are observing truly stable circulation, such as that simulated in Fig-

ure 4.13, or unstable circulation, such as that simulated in Figure 4.16. The

circulatory modes we observe tend to either collapse, or eject some particles

from the trap, within a few periods of oscillation, but it is not possible to de-

termine for certain whether this is due to external perturbations to the system

or due to inherent instability in the observed modes of oscillation.

4.6 Conclusions and future work

We have explained the mechanisms behind the formation of optically bound

particle chains in counter-propagating Gaussian beam traps for particles larger

than the wavelength of the trapping laser. The optical binding effect results

from the balancing of repulsive effects from the light from one particle incident

on the next particle in the chain and compressive effects due to the background

trapping potential formed by the beams1. Here we have used a very simple
1It could in fact be argued that this effect is not optical “binding” in the strict sense shown

in early experiments [11], since the interaction here is largely a repulsive one, with stable
chains only being formed due to the background harmonic potential of the trap.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated video frames at four second intervals (for
a beam power of 25mW) showing off-axis circulation with a larger
number (seven) of 1.9 µm polystyrene beads. (a)-(c) show the
chain expanding off axis, (d) and (e) show the chain moving on
axis again and being compressed, and (f) and (g) show the chain
pushed back off axis. In addition to showing that circulation oc-
curs in simulations with large numbers of particles there are two
interesting points about this example. Firstly, the motion is sym-
metrical about the plane z = 0 (contrary to the case discussed
earlier, this chain is stable against perturbations in z). Secondly,
in this case the mode is not completely stable, and after a few
periods of circulation the chain collapses until the particles are
touching (which is an effect often observed in experiments as well).
Behaviour such as that shown in this simulation may be behind
the “breathing” modes reported in [14].
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model to successfully explain the trends of closer spacings as more particles are

added to the chain, and of closer spacings in the centre of a chain compared to

near its edges.

While our simple model does not claim to agree precisely with experimental

results and with the theoretical gold standard of Mie scattering calculations

which we have also used (and has a number of parameters which must be tuned

by hand), there is good qualitative agreement between them across a range of

model parameters. From this we can conclude that, while there is some influence

from more sophisticated effects which can only be encapsulated in a full vector

model based on rigorous solution of Maxwell’s equations (such as Mie scatter-

ing), many of the properties of the trapped particle chains can be understood in

terms of a simple scalar model. This model can offer strong conceptual insights

into the physical mechanisms which lead to the observed behavior, which had

not previously been fully explained. As well as explaining how the inter-particle

spacings are regulated, it explains the trend for closer spacings with larger N ,

and the wider spacing close to either end of the chain. It is only through a sim-

ple model such as the one we have presented that the various complex effects

in the experiment can be decoupled in order to understand why optical binding

occurs under these experimental conditions.

We also emphasize again that the mechanism we have discussed here is very

different from that described in [37] for a counter-propagating Bessel beam trap.

There the optical binding, and the inter-particle separations, was determined

by coherent interference effects between the background laser field and the light

forward-scattered by the particles.

In addition to studying on-axis trapping, we have shown experimental and

theoretical examples of spontaneous symmetry breaking leading to asymmetric

circulatory motion within the trap. We have shown that this is predicted by a
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Mie scattering model, and we have explained the mechanisms behind this be-

haviour in simple physical terms. Critical to this effect is the concept that the

presence of trapped microspheres within the trap strongly modifies the electro-

magnetic field within the trap, such that the evolution of the system is governed

predominately by the light-mediated inter-particle interactions rather than the

background trapping potential.

Our discussion has focused on a low numerical aperture configuration which

is standard in optical binding experiments, but there is potential for further in-

vestigation into whether these effects have an impact in high numerical aperture

configurations with multiple trapped particles, such as that discussed in [39].

We have demonstrated that off-axis trapping can occur with as few as three

particles and this shows that, even with small numbers of trapped particles, the

full inter-particle interactions must be considered in order to be able to correctly

predict the behaviour of the system.
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Conclusions

5.1 Discussion

A common theme throughout this thesis has been the unpredictable nature of

optical binding interactions between multiple particles. We observe “emergent”

phenomena when multiple particles are trapped together, which cannot easily

be predicted by considering each particle in isolation. Specifically we considered

the following phenomena:

• Interaction strength: We saw in Section 3.4 that for a two-dimensional

cluster the strength of the optical binding force on a given particle will

scale with the radius of the cluster. This has a number of important

implications:

– The optical binding force will increase until it has changed the back-

ground laser field beyond all recognition. This has important im-

plications for holographically-generated “optical landscapes” (see for

example [5, 6]). It is all very well holographically generating the de-

sired optical landscape, but the effects this landscape will have on the

124
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trapping of large numbers of particles cannot easily be predicted. It

is not sufficient simply to consider the interaction of a single particle

with that landscape, and then assume that large numbers of particles

will interact in the same way.

– This increasing force, and the underlying interference effects, will

tend to limit the maximum supported size of clusters. It has been

observed in experiments and in theoretical investigations that there

appears to be an upper limit on the size of stable clusters in a given

configuration [4, 38, 102]. Our own investigations have encountered

the same effects.

– An interesting side-effect of the scaling of the optical binding in-

teraction is that we cannot just perform a local analysis of a two-

dimensional structure - the cluster must be considered as a whole.

The magnitude of the effects of spheres lying in a shell at a large

radius R, between R and R + ∆r will be the same as the effect of

spheres lying in a closer shell between r and r + ∆r. Furthermore,

it is not appropriate to consider a cluster in the limit of infinite size,

since at this point the forces on each particle in the cluster will tend

to infinity.

This growth in the interaction strength, and the observation that there

appears to be an upper limit on the size of stable clusters, unfortunately

appears to suggest that very large-scale applications for self-organizing

structures, such as the space-based telescope proposed in [3], will present

challenges that may be unsurmountable.

• Fringe affinity: We saw in Section 3.5 that sudden, fundamental changes

can occur as the number of trapped particles increases. Specifically, we

found that with a critical number of particles trapped parallel to a series
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of interference fringes, the particles can switch from being trapped on a

fringe minimum to a fringe maximum.

• Lateral stability in Gaussian beam traps: We saw in Section 4.5 that

beyond a critical number of particles (which may be as few as three), it

is possible for an on-axis trapped chain to be in unstable equilibrium: the

symmetry will be broken and the particles will make a transition to a

different state which does not reflect the axial symmetry of the trapping

beams. Not only do we find off-axis trapped states, but these states may

not even be stationary states. Under certain conditions these states can

form stable or partially-stable circulating modes.

These cases all illustrate how important it is to have a comprehensive under-

standing of the inter-particle interaction. If only single-particle interactions had

been considered, it would not be possible to predict or explain the phenomena we

have described. As the interest in multiple-particle trapping and manipulation

continues, the relevance of optical binding effects can only increase.

5.2 Summary of achievements

The key results of this thesis are:

• Development of a sophisticated computer model based on Mie scattering

theory. This has drawn together a range of theoretical results published

in the literature, and has resulted in a model which is many tens of times

faster than any available alternatives.

• New theoretical results for Mie scattering theory. These include deriva-

tions of the beam expansion coefficients for Bessel and Gaussian beams

in Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, and the derivations of the expressions for the
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gradient potential (Section 2.6.2) and pressure inside a liquid droplet (Ap-

pendix 2.C.2).

• Interpretation of evanescent wave trapping results. We have shown that we

can reproduce some of the structures observed experimentally in evanes-

cent wave traps. We have made experimentally testable predictions about

the fringe affinity of these structures. We have highlighted the importance

of the interplay between optical binding forces and physical close-packing

restrictions between adjacent particles.

• Novel counter-propagating beam trap results. We have reported experi-

mental results which show particle behaviour that is not governed by the

underlying symmetry of the trapping beams. We have shown driven har-

monic motion even in the absence of any measurable beam misalignment,

in both experiment and numerical simulations.

• Mechanism for chain formation in counter-propagating Gaussian beam

traps. We have explained in simple physical terms how particle chains

in Gaussian beam traps are formed and regulated. We have explained

the non-uniformity of the inter-particle spacing as a function of particle

number and position within the chain.

• Mechanism for off-axis trapping and circulation in counter-propagating

Gaussian beam traps. We have shown how particle chains can lose con-

finement in the lateral direction and move off axis. We have outlined an

explanation for how this leads to off-axis trapping and circulating modes

in the trap.
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5.3 Future directions

The findings reported in this thesis leave many open questions which deserve

further attention. Some areas worth of closer investigation include:

• Evanescent wave trap

– Experimental demonstration of fringe affinity in particle clusters based

on the theoretical predictions made in Chapter 3.

– Further investigation of 1D and 2D cluster formation including the

intriguing results shown in Figure 3.11 involving two different particle

sizes.

– Effect of the substrate surface on optical binding in an evanescent

wave trap. To our knowledge this aspect of the optical binding inter-

action has not been investigated, and the substrate may well prove to

have a significant influence on the physics of the binding interaction.

– Other aspects listed in Section 3.7.

• Gaussian beam trap

– Further analysis of the off-axis circulating modes, with the aim of

developing a more detailed understanding of the processes involved.

– Theoretical investigation of the processes involved in chain collapse.

We have observed ejection of some or all particles from the trap

during collapse, and high speed “corkscrew” and “whipping” effects

after particles have coalesced within the trap.

• High-N.A. optical binding. To our knowledge there has been no investiga-

tion of optical binding effects in high N.A. optical tweezers experiments.

In Section 1.1.1 we listed a range of optical tweezers applications, some of

which may display optical binding effects and some of which are unlikely
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to. Time-sharing traps should not display optical binding effects since

only one particle is illuminated at a time (see further discussion in Sec-

tion 3.4). Holographic and vortex-like traps, however, can trap multiple

particles in close vicinity to each other, with all the particles scattering

mutually coherent light. In this case we would expect that each particle

would interact with the scattered light from other nearby spheres, and

this light-mediated inter-particle interactions should be significant. This

is an area which deserves closer attention.

• Comparison between optical binding regimes. In this thesis we have in-

vestigated optical binding in a Gaussian beam trap, and we have also

investigated the very different binding mechanisms in Bessel and evanes-

cent wave traps. Those additional findings (not reported here) are in

agreement with findings reported recently for Bessel beam traps [37]. It

would be nice to consider all three binding regimes together, in terms of

the similarities and differences between their respsective mechanisms.

• Release of computer code. As stated earlier, our code has considerably

higher capabilities that anything currently publicly-available and, given

sufficient time to tidy it into an easily-used form, it would be nice to make

it more widely available.
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